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Abstract
We fine-tune large language models to write natural language critiques (natural
language critical comments) using behavioral cloning. On a topic-based summarization task, critiques written by our models help humans find flaws in summaries that
they would have otherwise missed. Our models help find naturally occurring flaws
in both model and human written summaries, and intentional flaws in summaries
written by humans to be deliberately misleading. We study scaling properties of
critiquing with both topic-based summarization and synthetic tasks. Larger models
write more helpful critiques, and on most tasks, are better at self-critiquing, despite
having harder-to-critique outputs. Larger models can also integrate their own selfcritiques as feedback, refining their own summaries into better ones. Finally, we
motivate and introduce a framework for comparing critiquing ability to generation
and discrimination ability. Our measurements suggest that even large models may
still have relevant knowledge they cannot or do not articulate as critiques. These
results are a proof of concept for using AI-assisted human feedback to scale the
supervision of machine learning systems to tasks that are difficult for humans to
evaluate directly. We release our training datasets, as well as samples from our
critique assistance experiments.
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Introduction

1.1

Motivation

With increasingly capable language models, it is important to ensure models are trustworthy on
difficult and high stakes tasks. For example, models are being used to write complex pieces of code
[CTJ+ 21, LCC+ 22] and answer open-ended questions about the world [NHB+ 21, MTM+ 22]. We
would like to be able to train models that don’t write buggy code or spread misinformation.
However, fully evaluating correctness of code or veracity of facts about the world requires a lot of
effort and expertise. Techniques to train systems from human feedback [NR+ 00, Wes16, CLB+ 17,
JMD20, NMS+ 21, SCC+ 22], fundamentally depend on humans’ ability to demonstrate and evaluate
the quality of model outputs. This leads to the problem of scalable oversight [AOS+ 16]: How can
we effectively provide feedback to models on tasks that are difficult for humans to evaluate?
One idea to overcome this problem is to use AI systems to aid human evaluation. This basic idea
comes up in many prior proposals, such as iterated amplification [CSA18], debate [ICA18], and
recursive reward modeling [LKE+ 18]. If we first train a model to perform simpler assistive tasks
that humans can evaluate, then we can use this model to assist humans with the evaluation of harder
tasks. A key assumption is that evaluating the assistance task is simpler than evaluating the "base"
∗
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Figure 1: Assistance from our models reliably causes labelers to find more critiques, on answers
generated from all three distributions (x-axis). Most of the critiques found in the assistance condition
came directly from using model critiques. The number of used model critiques is comparable to the
number of critiques found in the “no assist” condition.
Note: Throughout the paper, all error bars shown either use bootstrapping at the passage level or simply
calculate standard error of the mean (when appropriate), and represent z = 1 (i.e. one standard deviation on
each side). All results use data from test set passages which were held out from training.

task. For example, verifying a bug in code is easier than finding bugs. This idea can also be justified
by making an analogy between scalable oversight and complexity theory (Appendix B).
In this work we explore a simple form of assistance: natural language critiques of model outputs.
Critiques are a particularly natural form of assistance from the point of view of preventing misleading
outputs. If a human evaluator doesn’t carefully check a model’s outputs, the model might learn to give
solutions that look good to the evaluator but are systematically flawed in a way that exploits human
biases. We hope an equally smart critique model can help humans to notice these flaws. If models can
generate outputs they “know” have flaws, but cannot explain these flaws to human evaluators, then
they won’t be effective assistants. This further motivates us to improve a model’s ability to critique
relative to its ability to discriminate answer quality.
1.2

Contributions

We fine-tune large language models [BMR+ 20, CND+ 22, HBM+ 22] jointly on both a base task and
its corresponding critique task. For the base task, we focus primarily on a topic-based summarization
task of summarizing some particular aspect of a given passage. The critique task is to find errors in
topic-based summaries, given a passage and topic. We additionally study some synthetic tasks.
Our key contributions are:
(1) Model-written critiques help humans find flaws they would have missed (Figure 1, Section
3.4). Human labelers asked to find critiques of (model or human-written) answers find about 50%
more critiques when given assistance from a critique model. Furthermore, with answers written to be
deliberately misleading, assisted labelers find the intended critiques 50% more often.
(2) Critique helpfulness scales favorably with model capabilities (Figure 4, Section 4.2). Larger
models are generally better at critiquing themselves, despite having harder-to-critique answers. That
is, their ability to critique keeps up with their ability to give more convincing answers. We generally
observe similar but less consistent trends on synthetic tasks (Figure 5).
(3) Large models can use critiques to help refine their own answers (Figure 6, Section 4.3).
Model-generated critiques help models directly improve their own answers. Using rejection sampling
to find good critiques makes this improvement larger than a baseline of refining directly without a
critique. For both kinds of refinement, improvement scales favorably with model size, with small
models showing no improvement.
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Task type
Base
Critiqueability
Critique
Helpfulness
Conditional refinement
Direct refinement

Inputs → Output
Q→A
Q, A → {Yes, No}
Q, A → C
Q, A, C → {Yes, No}
Q, A, C → A
Q, A → A

Description
Given a question, output an answer to it
Given a question, and an answer to it, output whether
the answer contains flaws
Given a question, and an answer to it, output a natural
language critique of the answer
Given a question, an answer to it, and a critique of the
answer, output whether the critique is valid and helpful
Given a question, an answer to it, and a critique of the
answer, output a new answer that addresses the critique
Given a question and an answer to it, output a new answer that improves the answer

Table 1: The primary set of tasks our models are jointly trained on. Q, A, and C represent the space
of questions, answers, and critiques, respectively. In our case, they are all texts of limited token
lengths. We also train on a small amount of data for exploratory auxiliary tasks, such as corroborating
answers and retrieving supporting quotes of various kinds.

(4) We motivate and measure generator-discriminator-critique gaps (Section 5). We propose a
new methodology to compare a model’s ability to generate answers, discriminate answer quality, and
critique answers. Using the methodology, we study the scaling trends on topic-based summarization
and in synthetic domains. In our experiments we failed to find a clear trend showing critique
performance catching up to discriminator performance, implying that larger models still have relevant
knowledge they don’t articulate as critiques. Future effort should be directed at studying and
improving on critique performance relative to discrimination performance.
(5) We release our training datasets and samples from our assistance experiments. We release a
dataset with tens of thousands of human-written critiques, refinements, critique evaluations, and more,
used to train our topic-based summarization models. We also release a dataset from our assistance
experiments, including a dataset of misleading answers and intended flaws.

2

Dataset collection and model training

At a high level, we start with collecting demonstrations of some “base task,” and use supervised
fine-tuning (SFT) to train models to do that task. We then collect demonstrations of critiques of the
model’s answers, and fine-tune a new model to jointly do the base task and critique task. We proceed
to iterate, with many rounds of data collection for a variety of tasks, and with the models training
jointly on all tasks.
2.1

Structure of tasks

First, we assume there is some arbitrary base task. We assume no structure to the task, except that
there should be some input, which we call the question, and output, the answer. The critique task
then asks for a flaw in the answer to be pointed out, given the question and answer pair.
We then define corresponding binary discrimination tasks, which judge the outputs to the base
task (answers) and critique task (critiques). The answer discrimination task—whether the answer
contains any flaws—is called critiqueability. We hope that whenever an answer is critiqueable, we
would be able to generate a concrete critique. The critique discrimination task—whether a critique
points out a legitimate shortcoming of the answer—is called helpfulness.
Finally, we define a refinement task, in which we ask for a new answer, in light of some critique of an
answer. We call this conditional refinement, to distinguish it from the variant of direct refinement—
giving a better answer given an existing answer without conditioning on a critique. Of course, we can
also ask for critiqueability of refinement outputs.
For a summary of these tasks, see Table 1. For an example, see Table 2.
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Question: Our King has always been a little different. He’s very quiet I haven’t really seen him give anyone orders at
all either. Whenever something needs to be done I see him doing it. [. . .] That’s when I believed everything he told
me - while he took me adventuring with him. Now I know that there is a better life to be had out of this one. A less
edged and more rounded one. Thank you king Steve. Minecraft Steve.
Summarize the story’s setting.
Answer: The story is set in a medieval kingdom, where the king is the main character of the story. The king is
described as a good and active king. The narrator is a child who has always wondered why the king is so different
from everyone else.
Critiqueable: Yes
Critique: The answer should mention that the setting is a video game.
Helpful: Yes
Conditional refinement: The story is set in a medieval kingdom in the video game Minecraft. The king is the main
character of the story. The king is described as a good and active king. The narrator is a child who has always
wondered why the king is so different from everyone else.

Table 2: Representative example of a topic-based summarization task, and its associated tasks. See
Appendix A.5 for details on how we format our tasks (different than shown).

2.2

Topic-based summarization

We report most of our main results on the base task of topic-based summarization [Dan05, ZYY+ 21],
a task similar to or interchangeable with query-based summarization and question-focused summarization. In topic-based summarization, the summary focuses on a specific aspect of a text rather than
trying to summarize the whole text. See Table 2 for an example.
We collected our own dataset of over 6,000 distinct topical queries and summaries, on over 2,000
distinct passages. Our distribution of passages is sampled from a dataset of short stories, Wikipedia
articles, or web articles (mostly news) scraped from the internet. Most tasks were generated based on
short texts with less than 2,048 tokens when encoded with the GPT-2 tokenizer [RWC+ 19]. We also
gathered some tasks based on texts with up to 4,096 tokens which were not used for training.
Our labelers generated between 1 and 8 topic-based summarization questions per passage, typically
also including a topic not covered by the passage (for which the answer is empty). Summaries are up
to a paragraph long – we targeted between 2-10 sentences unless the topic was missing. We aimed
for these topics to be non-trivial to summarize in various ways. See Appendix A for details.
2.2.1

Data collection

We collect demonstrations on all the tasks mentioned in Section 2.1. Given a task for which we want
to collect a demonstration, we can choose whether each input is generated from a model or human.
We always use a human-generated question. All tasks but the base task require an answer as input,
many for which we typically use outputs from our best model. For example, critique demonstrations
are on model-generated answers, and helpfulness judgements are on model-generated critiques. For
refinements the situation is more complex, and detailed in Appendix A.2.
Since we need model outputs for most demonstrations, we collect data in rounds. After each round,
we train a model jointly on all task demonstrations collected thus far. We start with base task
demonstration collection. Then with a model trained on only the base task, we collect demonstrations
for critiqueability, critique, and refinement tasks using model-generated answers. Finally, we collect
demonstrations for helpfulness tasks, by showing labelers model-generated critiques of modelgenerated answers.
For more details on our data collection, see Appendix A and Table 4. We publicly release all data
used to train final models2 .
2
We release six files, located at https://openaipublic.blob.core.windows.net/critiques/dataset/:
base/train.jsonl.gz, base/test.jsonl.gz, critiques/train.jsonl.gz,
critiques/test.jsonl.gz, helpfulness/train.jsonl.gz, helpfulness/test.jsonl.gz
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2.2.2

Models

Similarly to [DL15, RNSS18, BHA+ 21], we start with foundation models pre-trained to autoregressively predict the next token in a large text corpus. All of our models are transformer decoders [VSP+ 17] in the style of GPT-3 [RNSS18, BMR+ 20].
We fine-tune pre-trained models using supervised learning to predict human labels on all of these
tasks. Joint training means that there is no capability asymmetry between the base and critique
models—thus we expect that any mistakes the base model “knows about” would also be “known” by
the critique model.
We combine critiqueability tasks with answer “Yes” and critique tasks into a single training example (see Appendix A.5). Otherwise we have each example corresponding to a task, and shuffle
all the examples for training. Note that our examples are not i.i.d. for multiple reasons: we have
multiple questions per passage, the refinement demonstrations are collected at the same time as
critique demonstrations, etc. See Appendix A for details.
Our models are trained for one epoch and we tune only the learning rate, with remaining hyperparameters fixed to be similar to pre-training.
We mask out all tokens except those corresponding to the human demonstrations. For example, in
the critique task, we mask out the passage, topic, and answer being critiqued. See Appendix A.5 for
details on input format.
Critiqueability and helpfulness score
Recall that for discrimination tasks, we collect binary yes/no labels. Rather than sampling binary
labels from our models, we can look directly at logits to recover a probability. Thus we often use
Pr[Yes]
the terms critiqueability score and helpfulness score to refer to the quantity Pr[Yes]+Pr[No]
on the
corresponding input.
On the critique task we “force” the model to give a critique even if the answer is perfect. Separately,
the critiqueability score can be used to determine whether to ask it to critique in the first place, and
the helpfulness score can be used to determine whether the critique is good after the fact.
Model scale
We use five pre-trained models with varying capabilities. Our pre-trained models are unfortunately not
directly comparable to one another (for example, due to different pre-training datasets). However, on
models which are directly comparable, the number of parameters correlates strongly with supervised
fine-tuning validation loss. Using loss as the natural way to compare models of different architecture
is suggested by [CCG+ 22], though here we use loss measured on fine-tuning instead of pre-training
since it is the dataset commonality. Thus throughout the paper, we use “model scale” to refer to loss,
measured in nats per token, and use that instead of model size for scaling laws [KMH+ 20].
2.3

Synthetic tasks

We also report results on four “synthetic” tasks, described in Table 3. For these tasks, we don’t require
human data collection because we have binary ground truth for both answer and critique validity. We
use hand-coded oracles for each of the base, critiqueability, critique, and helpfulness tasks.
Our tasks are chosen based on two criteria:
1. Evaluating critiques is easier than evaluating the base tasks.
2. The task is difficult but possible for most models. We tweak free parameters (e.g. sentence
length for the unscramble task or number of digits for addition) to achieve this.
For our synthetic task models, we trained two rounds of models:
1. First we train on 100,000 generated base tasks with oracle demonstrations.
2. We then add 100,000 critiqueability task demonstrations, sub-sampled such that exactly
half have incorrect answers, and 50,000 critique task demonstrations on that half. Answers
are sampled from the first model at temperature 0, which we find improves accuracy. (We
5

Base task description
Add two 6-digit numbers

Addition

Critique task description
A digit in the answer whose value is wrong, as
well as the correct value for that digit (digits are
indexed from least significant to most significant)

Question: 505579 + 900050
Answer: 1505629
Critique: Digit at index 6 should be 4

3-SAT

Given a satisfiable boolean formula in CNF form, A clause that is not satisfied
output a satisfying assignment
Question: Provide boolean values for a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i that satisfy the following
formula: (¬i ∨ ¬f ∨ e) ∧ (¬e ∨ ¬g ∨ c) ∧ (g ∨ ¬f ∨ d) ∧ (¬g ∨ f ∨ a) ∧ . . .
Answer: a = false, b = true, c = false, d = true, e = false, f = false, g = true, h = false, i =
true
Critique:

(¬g ∨ f ∨ a)
Given a list of 18 words, sort them in alphabeti- Either a missing/extra word in the resulting list,
cal order
or a pair of adjacent words in the wrong order

The following clause is not satisfied:

Alphabetize

Question: Alphabetize the following words: growing prompts determining recreation
evolve payable ruled patrols estimate emergency fate shrimp urges intoxicated narrator
revert players pharmaceutical
Answer: determining emergency evolve estimate fate growing intoxicated narrator
patrols pharmaceutical payable players prompts recreation revert ruled shrimp urges
Critique: Words misordered: evolve comes alphabetically after estimate

RACE

Provide the answers to two multiple choice questions about the same text passage. Questions are
drawn from the RACE dataset [LXL+ 17].

Specify a question with a wrong answer, and
give the correct answer

Question: [passage]
Q1. Which one is the best title of this passage? A. Developing your talents. B. To
face the fears about the future. C. Suggestions of being your own life coach. D. How
to communicate with others.
Q2. How many tips does the writer give us? A. Two. B. Four. C. One. D. Three.
Answer: 1 = C, 2 = D
Critique: Answer to question 2 should be A

Table 3: Synthetic tasks with examples

occasionally repeat tasks when accuracy is so low or high that sub-sampling cannot guarantee
uniqueness.)
This setup differs from the setup of topic-based summarization in two ways: (1) Each different
model size is fine-tuned on a qualitatively different dataset in the second round. For topic-based
summarization, different models are all trained on the same dataset. (2) We don’t do a third round of
training on helpfulness tasks, although we do use the helpfulness oracle for evaluations.

3

Assisting critique finding

We ran experiments where our models assist human labelers at writing a set of critiques for answers.
The assistance itself is a set of critiques shown to the labeler.
3.1

Motivation

We chose this task because:
• Finding critiques is an important subtask of evaluating answer quality in general.
• We thought it would be the easiest task to use to measure the effect of model assistance. We
initially tried a comparison-based task but it was more difficult to work with (see Appendix
E).
• Suggesting critiques is a particularly natural form of assistance for critique-finding.
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Figure 2: Even though the largest contribution from our models is finding more minor errors, model
assistance also helps uncover some major and critical errors (left). The majority of model-written
critiques point out lack of summary coverage, but there is also increase in found inaccuracies (right).

Importantly, our models do not have to always produce valid critiques to be helpful to human labelers,
though too many invalid critiques would waste the labelers’ time.
3.2

Setup

Labelers are given a topic-based summarization question and summary, and instructed to write as
many different possible critiques as they can think of for the summary. They are also instructed to
only read as much of the text as necessary to write the critiques.
In the baseline no assist condition, the labeler had no assistance and had to write all critiques
themselves. In the assist condition, the labeler would also see 8 model-generated critiques of the
answer, one at each of the following temperatures: [0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 1.0]. Critiques
were de-duplicated, sorted according to the model’s helpfulness score, and shown to the human
labeler along with their helpfulness scores. The labeler could click a button to "use" any of the model
generated critiques. If they did this, it would pre-fill the labeler critique with the model-written text,
which they could further edit. We use our best model for generating all assistance.
We use questions for longer passages (2048 to 3840 tokens in length) in order to observe a larger
effect from assistance. We noticed no degradation in critique writing ability despite training only on
passages up to length 2048.
For each question, we use three different kinds of answers to critique:
• Model: An answer sampled from our best model, the same as the critiquing model, using a
randomly chosen temperature.3
• Human: An answer generated by a labeler doing the base task honestly.
• Human misleading: An answer generated by the same labeler to deliberately have a
hard-to-detect flaw. (Details in Appendix A).
This results in six total conditions. For each summary, we had six labelers finding critiques, assigning
one to each of the six conditions. We ensured labelers had not seen the text before (if they had, it
would get reassigned). We did not limit the amount of time the labeler took performing the task: we
instructed them to take enough time to cover all possible critiques of the answer at least 90% of the
time.
We also ask the labeler to provide a 1-7 Likert rating for quality of the answer, with 7 indicating a
perfect answer. For each critique the labeler finds, we ask for a severity level, ranging from minor to
critical, and a category (described in Appendix A).
3

Throughout the paper, “randomly chosen temperature” means a temperature drawn uniformly at random
from the set {0, 0.1, . . . , 0.9, 1}.
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3.3

Findings

We find that critiques written by our model significantly help labelers find critiques:
1. Assistance helps labelers find more critiques under all answer conditions (Figure 1).
In the assistance conditions, most labeler-written critiques “used” a model-critique and the
number of used critiques is comparable to the number of critiques found without assistance.
Only 15.3% of the used critiques were edited further.
2. Assistance does not appreciably affect the time taken by labelers (Figure 15). The
primary effect is that labelers take a bit longer because they write more critiques when given
assistance.
3. The number of critiques increases for all severity levels and critique categories (Figure 2). Though the biggest increases comes from minor critiques, we also find increases in
major and critical critiques. Similarly, we see the biggest increase in coverage critiques, but
also a modest increase in accuracy critiques.
4. With assistance answers are more frequently critiqued and are given lower ratings (Figure 16). This suggests that the increase in critiques translates to a different subjective sense
of quality. For example, on model answers, unassisted labelers found critiques on just 54%
of inputs and gave an average rating of 5.6, while assisted labelers found critiques on 78%
of inputs and gave an average rating of 4.9.
Note that our critique model was trained on data from the same pool of labelers—we are essentially
leveraging our models to bootstrap our labelers to be more careful at the base task.
3.3.1

Checking for intended critiques

One potential confounder for our results is that because labelers are shown many critiques, they are
occasionally erring and accepting critiques that are not truly valid. In other words, we have no way to
distinguish between a valid critique of a poor answer from a misleading critique of a valid answer.
To break this symmetry, we had the authors of the misleading answers also generate the corresponding
“intended” critiques (usually just one per answer). We then ask them to check whether the other
labelers in the assistance experiment found critiques covering the intended critiques. We also ask
them to independently judge whether each of the new critiques was valid (we assume the intended
critiques are valid).
We find that:
1. With assistance, labelers find the intended critiques 45 ± 5% of the time, whereas without
assistance they only find it 27 ± 5% of the time.
2. The fraction of critiques the author considers valid does not appreciably decrease with
assistance (71% with assistance versus 73% without).
3. However, the number of valid critiques is still much higher, 0.96 ± 0.09 vs. 0.62 ± 0.07.
4. With assistance, labelers also find more valid and novel critiques, 0.24±0.06 vs. 0.18±0.05.
3.4

Dataset release

We release a comprehensive dataset of results4 . This includes the assistance provided, critiques used
and written, ratings given, and the intended critiques. Random samples from this dataset can be found
in Appendix F.2.

4

Critique quality results

In this section, we present a number of other results on critique quality. We find that critique quality
is enabled by scale:
4

https://openaipublic.blob.core.windows.net/critiques/assistance.jsonl.gz
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Figure 3: Our model gives more helpful critiques than InstructGPT baselines, but still significantly
less helpful critiques than humans.

1. Larger models’ critiques are rated as more helpful by humans. This holds even if making
the answer distribution correspondingly difficult to critique by asking them to self-critique.
2. Larger models are able to improve outputs using critique-conditional refinements. We verify
the critique is helping by comparing to a direct refinement baseline.
4.1

Helpfulness

The simplest way to measure critique quality is by looking at helpfulness as judged by human labelers.
To check that our supervised fine-tuned model is not overly nit-picky, we also asked labelers to mark
whether each critique was clearly and unambiguously helpful.
We compare our best critique model to human-written critiques, and to baseline models. For baselines,
we use a model trained in the style of InstructGPT [OWJ+ 22] from the same pretrained model. We
use this model both using a zero-shot instruction-based context, and with few-shot contexts in the
style of [RWC+ 19, BMR+ 20]. For this evaluation, answers were generated randomly from either
one of our large fine-tuned models, or an InstructGPT baseline model with zero-shot or few-shot
prompting. We then evaluated on answers for which humans found critiques (“critiqueable answers”).
Overall we find our model’s critiques to be helpful more often than the baselines, but still substantially
less helpful than human critiques (Figure 3). We found the InstructGPT models to give surprisingly
helpful critiques, considering that they were not trained on our task at all.
4.2

Self-critiquing helpfulness and scaling

In Section 3.4, we showed that models are able to help humans find critiques on the distribution of
answers coming from the same model.
One natural question to ask is: Should a model be able to reliably find flaws in its own outputs? After
all, if it understands these flaws, it could have perhaps avoided them in the first place. However,
there is at least one major reason you still might expect a model to identify its own mistakes:
Recognizing errors is easier than avoiding them. Equivalently, verifying solutions is easier than
finding them (compare to P ⊆ NP from computational complexity theory).
It’s possible that our model can identify and critique all of its mistakes. This motivates us to look at
the percentage of the time poor outputs have helpful critiques. The higher this percentage, the easier
it will be to assist humans in evaluation of the base task.
9

(a) More capable models have critiqueable outputs (b) Helpfulness of self-critiques, as judged by human
around 20% less often than the smallest models, ac- labelers, both with and without filtering by when labelcording to labelers. Less than 15% of outputs are uncri- ers found a critique themselves.
tiqueable for the worst models, and over 30% for the
best models.

(c) Larger models are not only better at critiquing, but harder to critique – even filtering for only cases where
labelers found a critique. The diagonal (spanning lower left to upper right) corresponds to the “critiqueable
answers” line in 4b.

Figure 4: More capable models are significantly better at self-critiquing (Figure 4b). Although more
capable models get better at generating hard-to-critique answers (Figure 4c), their ability to critique
their answers is improving more rapidly with scale. This is true even without adjusting for the fact
that humans find fewer critiques of more capable models (Figure 4a). In all figures, we sample at the
same random temperature for both the base task and critique task; the effects are equally visible at all
temperature ranges (not pictured).
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Figure 5: Helpfulness of self-critiques for synthetic tasks, according to a critique validity oracle. Like
Figure 4, we show with and without filtering for critiqueable answers (according to a critiqueability
oracle).

On topic-based summarization, we find that larger models are better at critiquing themselves (Figure 4b), even without filtering for critiqueable answers. This holds even though answers from larger
models are harder to critique (Figure 4a, 4c).
One caveat is that our supervised dataset contains more critiques of outputs from larger models, since
we typically use relatively capable answer models. However, we believe this effect to be minimal.
On synthetic tasks, we generally observe similar trends in the critiqueable case (Figure 5), though
the story is less clear. Overall, we have no strong reason to believe positive critique scaling to be a
fundamental trend. We also do not know, for example, whether the trend would also go away if we
use reinforcement learning to train both the answer and critique model. Nevertheless, we believe
models have only recently reached a scale where critiquing on realistic tasks is possible.
4.3

Refinements

Another check of whether model-generated critiques are useful is to compare critique-conditional
refinements to direct refinements. In other words, we compare refinements generated using only an
answer to refinements generated using both an answer and a critique of that answer.
In order to improve conditional refinement performance, we can improve the critique. To do that,
we do best-of-N [SOW+ 20] against the helpfulness score; we sample N critiques, choose the best
according to the model’s helpfulness score, and use that critique for the conditional refinement. For
direct refinements, we take best-of-N refinements using our model’s critiqueability score.
In our refinement experiments we ask for a refinement regardless of whether the initial answer is
critiqueable. If the initial answer were perfect, the model would have no chance at improving it.
Thus in order to not “force” the model to refine, we compare the refinement to the original using the
model’s critiqueability score.
We also include baselines of the original “best-of-1” sample, and a best-of-8 sample (generating new
answers from scratch, and ranking them by critiqueability). These experiments use temperature 0.5
to sample, which we believe to be near optimal for best-of-1 on all tasks (answering, critiquing, and
refinements).
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4.3.1

Findings

Our results are depicted in Figures 6 and 7 and samples can be found in Appendix F.3. Despite being
somewhat noisy, these results suggest:
1. Good critiques help refinement. Good critiques are useful for refinement. Conditional
refinement appear to outperform direct refinements, but only with critiques selected via
best-of-N against helpfulness. Larger N helps improve the conditional refinements.
2. Large model scale enables refinements. Both forms of refinement significantly outperform
the original output for larger models, but have little to no effect for smaller models.
3. Using critiques may not be competitive if controlling for compute. Rejection sampling
to select better critiques to use for refinements is competitive with rejection sampling on
answers, a roughly compute-equalized baseline.5 However, rejection sampling on direct
refinements appears to be a stronger baseline.

5

Generator-discriminator-critique (GDC) gaps

In this section, we present results suggesting that models are not articulating all the problems they
“know about.” Furthermore, despite the positive results in critique scaling from Section 4.2, we do not
see evidence that the gap between our models’ discrimination and critique writing abilities is closing
with scale.
5.1

Setup

In this section we consider the following three tasks:
• G: answer generation
• D: answer discrimination (critiqueability)
• C: answer critiquing
In our main results from Section 4.2, we compared tasks G and C: To what extent can a model
critique its own answers when they are poor? Comparing G and D is also interesting: Can a model
tell when its own outputs are good or poor? As with critique scaling, we have two competing trends:
The discriminators are getting better in an absolute sense, but the critiqueable answers may also be
getting harder or subtler to critique.
Finally, we argue that the gap between D and C is especially interesting: if a model can tell an answer
is poor, can it also point out the flaw to a human? If we could train models to always point out when
they notice flaws, this could go a long way towards having trustworthy and aligned models. For more
discussion, see Appendix C.
This motivates us to measure these quantities in such a way that:
• The different tasks can be compared on the same axis. For each pair, we will aim to measure
a "XY gap" measuring the amount Y performance exceeds X performance
• The GC gap corresponds to effectiveness of self-critiquing. A positive gap corresponds to
ability to improve or check outputs by showing humans critiques.
• The GD gap corresponds to the model’s ability to know when answers it produces are poor.
A positive gap corresponds to ability to improve outputs using a discriminator.
• The CD gap corresponds to the model’s ability to give human-understandable critiques on
answers it “knows” are flawed (and inability to give convincing critiques on sound answers).
Our hope is to ultimately use critiques for better training signal on difficult tasks. In a sense, we
would like to take measurements that let us scope out how well this works without actually training
our models on this task (see Appendix C.3.3).
5
This is mildly surprising since rejection sampling on answers gives "fresh starts" while refinements are
sometimes forced to start with a poor answer. We speculate that with enough compute budget, it is optimal to
use a combination of the two, as well as iterative refinement.
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(a) Comparison of critique-conditional refinements to
three baselines: the original sample, a direct refinement,
and a best-of-8. Small models are poor at refining. For
large models, critique-conditional refinements outperform baselines.

(b) Using “forced” refinements, we see that small models are exceptionally bad at conditional refinements.
In this setting, the model has no ability to opt out of
critiquing or direct-refining.

Figure 6: Critiques help with refining answers. They are also competitive with direct refinements,
and a best-of-8 baseline. However, these are only true at scale. Win rate is measured relative to the
original (best-of-1) answer from the same model. All critiques and refinements are generated from
the same model as the answer, and all generations are at T=0.5.

(a) Win rate of critique-conditional refinement against
the original answer. Better critiques (found via bestof-N against the helpfulness model with increasing N)
seem to improve refinements, though results are noisy.

(b) Best-of-8 with direct refinements offers a more competitive baseline that possibly outperforms critique refinements. All 8 refinements are of the same original
answer.

Figure 7: Critique refinement and direct refinement scaling with rejection sampling. Figure 7a
assesses conditional refinements optimizing the critique against helpfulness score, whereas Figure
7b assesses direct refinements optimizing the refinement against critiqueability score. Win rate
is measured relative to the original (best-of-1) answer from the same model. All critiques and
refinements are generated from the same model as the answer, and all generations are at T=0.5.
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Figure 8: GDC gaps for topic-based summarization, using humans as ground truth. We measure
sample quality using various metrics. "Diff" metrics subtract out the values for the generator. Note
that best-of-2 against human win rate against best-of-1 would be exactly 75% if not for labelers
marking ties. Overall, GD and GC gaps may be slightly increasing, but CD gap is positive and shows
no trend.
In this section, we present one such way of measuring and our results using it.
5.2

Measuring gaps

We propose comparing these tasks to each other using the following methodology:
• G: What is the average performance of a generator sample?
• D: What is the performance of the generator with best-of-N against the discriminator?
• C: What is the performance of the generator with best-of-N against the severity of a critique?
For measuring C, we essentially use critiques as a discriminator: to judge an answer we generate
a critique and consider the answer poor if any critique is valid and severe, according to a human.
14

Figure 9: GDC gaps for synthetic tasks, using an oracle as ground truth. We also show the oracle
best-of-2 discriminator. Note that for binary tasks, win rate is a linear transformation of accuracy
gaps. We do not see consistent trends with CD gaps.
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Our definition for C is not necessarily canonical, but was chosen to be convenient to measure (see
Appendix C.3.2).
With this definition, it is clear that we should generally expect a non-negative GD gap and GC gap. If
not, then optimizing against the discriminator or critique training signal makes the generator actively
worse. What to expect for the CD gap is less clear. For more discussion, see Appendix C.3.
On a practical level, using best-of-N to measure discrimination ability has many benefits:
• Unlike accuracy, we don’t need to calibrate to the distribution. Our critiqueability models
are all trained on the same dataset, but answer models have very different critiqueability (Figure 4a).
• We are most interested in the ability to discriminate between answers to the same question,
rather than between answers to different questions, which is conflated by the discriminator’s
ability to tell whether a question is difficult. Though our work uses discriminators, this also
means the definitions generalize naturally to using a preference based reward model for D.
For our primary results, we use N = 2. This still leaves us with choices for how to measure
performance of a sample, and how to measure critique quality.
5.2.1

Sample quality

We explore a number of ways to measure sample quality:
• Likert: We ask labelers to rate answers qualitatively on a 1-7 Likert scale.
• Uncritiqueability (binary label): We ask for the fraction of "perfect" outputs according to
humans. For synthetic tasks, we use the oracle, so uncritiqueability is the same as accuracy.
• Win rate: We ask labelers for comparisons of the sample in question to a sample from some
fixed distribution. In particular, if we use win rate against the generator (we can vary the
distribution across model sizes), this makes measurements somewhat natural to compare
across model sizes. This makes it so that G is always 0.5, and D and C are always at most
1
1 − 2N
. In the case where the outcome is binary, win rate is simply a linear transformation
from accuracy: (1 + ACC − accG ) /2.
A large caveat is that for topic-based summarization, these methods are all potentially flawed, as
suggested by our results in Section 3.4. This is especially problematic if labelers fail to find critiques
in systematic ways (rather than, e.g. independently failing to find critiques with some probability).
5.2.2

Critique severity

For critique severity measurement, the most straightforward thing is to use human-evaluated severity,
with unhelpful critiques being least severe. For topic-based summarization, we again use humans for
ground truth, and additionally break ties between helpful critiques using severity.
For synthetic tasks, we again use binary helpfulness ground truth as if it were acting as the human
being assisted. This simulates a human judgement in a setting where the humans can easily evaluate
critiques, but not the base task answers.
A downside of this approach is that it makes it possible for the model to find flaws by “trying out”
critiques it has low confidence in. This means that C effectively gets to leverage a bit of search against
ground truth, which D does not get to do. Therefore one could expect a negative CD gap. However
this “search effect” should be quite small in the limit of scale with larger models – humans are doing
a relatively simple task of critique validation, compared to the difficult task of finding a critique. If
the effect exists, it is a genuine advantage of having a human in the loop. For more discussion, see
Appendix C.3.1.
5.3

Results

We report our main topic-based summarization gap results in Figure 8 and our synthetic task gap
results in Figure 9. For topic-based summarization, we use a random non-zero temperature for the
16

answer, and use the same temperature for critiques. For synthetic tasks, we use temperature 1 for the
answer, and temperature 0 for critiques6 .
We find that:
1. We consistently observe positive GD and GC gaps, as expected, except when models are
completely unable to do the task.
2. We observe a positive CD gap for topic-based summarization and 3-SAT and negative gap
for Addition and RACE.
3. For topic-based summarization, the CD gap is approximately constant across model scale.
4. For most synthetic tasks, CD gap may be decreasing with model size, but the opposite is true
for RACE, where critiquing is close to oracle performance (and is easy relative to knowing
when to critique).
Overall, this suggests that gaps are task-specific, and it is not apparent whether we can close the CD
gap in general.
We believe the CD gap will generally be harder to close for difficult and realistic tasks. For example,
on topic-based summarization the discriminator may be able to identify the labeler who gave the
answer based on their writing style, and guess that some labelers give more critiqueable answers,
without knowing the critiques. This does not happen with synthetic tasks.
We believe much more work on gaps is possible, and present a few more variants and results in
Appendix C.3. Overall, we are excited for future study of gaps as a way to measure headroom for
pushing critique performance, and as a way to improve methods for scalable oversight.

6

Related work

Scalable alignment experiments. [CSA18] implement iterative amplification for algorithmic
tasks. [ICA18] introduce debate and implement a toy version with sparse MNIST classification.
[SRE+ 20, BCOI20, BCS+ 20, PTP+ 22] conduct debate-like experiments on realistic tasks (checking
claims about movie reviews, physics problems, and reading comprehension), with humans serving
as debaters, generally with mixed results. Conversely, [AZWG21] study variants of debate with
learned models serving as judges on toy tasks. [WOZ+ 21] implements a variant of recursive reward
modeling [LKE+ 18] on summarization tasks.
Human assistance with natural language. [LSSC22] use assistance to help humans create demonstrations to create challenging NLI datasets. [ZNC+ 22] and [PHS+ 22] use model assistance to find
adversarial examples for language model classifications and generations, respectively. [PKF+ 19]
help humans perform passage-based question-answering, without reading much of the passages.
For helping humans with evaluations, [FPP+ 20] help humans fact-check claims faster and more
accurately with natural language briefs. [GSR19] use language models to help humans discriminate
whether text was generated by a model.
Critique datasets and models. [TVCM18] introduce a dataset of factual claims, along with
supporting and refuting evidence. [KAD+ 18] introduce a dataset of critical peer reviews. [BCV16]
mines disagreements from Twitter, and [ZCP17, PBSM+ 21] from Reddit. [MST+ 21] introduce a
dataset of story critiques.
For model generated critiques, IBM’s Project Debater [SBA+ 21] trains models to engage in free text
debates, including the ability to rebut arguments. Unlike our work, they focus on debating against
humans rather than models.
Natural language refinements. Human natural language feedback has been used to improve models
in many domains, such as computer vision [RLN+ 18], program synthesis [EHA20, AON+ 21], and
summarization [SCC+ 22]. [PTA+ 21] use large language models to fix security vulnerabilities in
6

We initially tried other settings which did not qualitatively change results but made win rates closer to 50%
and error bars larger.
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code. More recently, [WWS+ 22b] propose using language models’ own outputs to improve their
answers on math word problems.

7

Discussion

We view our results as a proof of concept for feedback assistance as a solution to the problem of
scalable oversight: Even though topic-based summarization isn’t actually a hard task for human
labelers, in our experiments we still see significant gains from AI assistance in the form of critiques.
7.1

Implications for alignment research
1. Large language models are already capable enough to meaningfully assist human
evaluation and the scaling trend in Figure 4 suggests that larger models may improve at
assisting in evaluating their own outputs. The publicly available InstructGPT models are
capable of critiquing well few-shot and even zero-shot (Figure 3). Overall, we believe there
is potential to do empirical experiments for scalable oversight with today’s models, using
schemes similar to reward modeling [LKE+ 18] or debate [IA19].
2. Generator-discriminator-critique gaps are promising ways to measure alignment properties of models. Studying gaps give us insight into quality of base task training signal
without training those models (see Appendix C.3). Increasing the critique performance
relative to generator and discriminator performance is an under-explored research area,
where results should directly translate into better-aligned models. Studying gaps can also
happen on smaller models in synthetic domains, like those in Table 3.
3. Learning from natural language feedback is feasible now. Feedback in preference
learning [CLB+ 17] is very information-sparse, and humans typically spend several minutes
on a comparison yielding a single bit of information. Ideally, models could use human
natural language feedback to improve their own outputs [SCC+ 22]. In Section 4.3, we
showed models can now condition on critiques as a form of feedback to improve their own
outputs, results corroborated by recent works on "chain of thought" [WWS+ 22b]. This
suggests teaching models with natural language feedback from humans is a very promising
direction.

7.2

Limitations
1. Lack of ground truth. Our base task of topic-based summarization does not have a robust
or objective process for validating the quality of the answers or critiques.
(a) Labelers may be misevaluating answers, by trusting the model summaries too much or
by simply making mistakes.
(b) Some critiques found by the labelers using assistance were fairly unimportant or nitpicky. Agreement rate on comparisons of critiques (i.e. helpfulness rankings) were no
higher than answer comparisons; both were around 75%.
(c) Misleading critiques of good outputs may be indistinguishable from good critiques of
poor outputs.
(d) More broadly, we do not address how to measure ground truth, which makes this
research difficult. Our work relies on labelers, who already make mistakes and will be
increasingly unreliable for harder tasks.
2. Assuming articulable reasoning. Our overall research direction does not address how
to surface problematic outputs where a model cannot put into words what the problem is,
which may be a core difficulty of the alignment problem [CCX21]. The CD gap could
remain large after much effort using assistance.
3. Assuming reconcilable preferences. Critiques as a training signal may not make sense
for more inherently subjective tasks, where labelers have differing preferences. It may
be impossible to have uncritiqueable outputs (at least without specifying how to resolve
disagreements). On the other hand, for subjective tasks having a strong critique model can
make it easier to adapt a model to each labeler’s individual preferences because it lets them
rank the critiques they care about without having to find all of them.
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4. Evaluation is not always easier than generation. For some tasks it will not be possible
to find assistance tasks that are simpler to evaluate than the base task. For example, asking
about how to solve climate change may result in complex economic questions. And asking
complex economic questions may in turn ask for predictions about the effects of climate
change.
5. Lack of difficulty. Our base task is not actually very hard for humans to evaluate, resulting
in little headroom for assistance to help. Humans take up to around ten minutes to do the
task, so we do not observe much speed-up from assistance. In general, model-assisted
evaluation is most valuable on tasks that are actually difficult for humans to evaluate, and so
positive results on an easier task might not be reproducible on harder tasks.
6. Under-optimized models. We only use supervised fine-tuning while models like InstructGPT [OWJ+ 22] trained on similar tasks benefit significantly from reinforcement learning
as an additional step. This also means that our model is unlikely to output critiques that no
human labeler would have written themselves.
7. Difficulty of setup. Our setup may be difficult to replicate. It requires large models, a lot of
human data, and multiple rounds of training.
7.3

Future directions

We believe our dataset and methods open up many interesting research avenues, which we are excited
for researchers to explore. For example:
• Study human cognitive errors and misleading models: Future concerns about misalignment are currently very abstract. It would be useful to produce concrete examples of human
supervision being systematically biased and leading ML training to produce systems that
mislead their supervisors.
• Reduce the discriminator-critique gap: We showed that models can learn to generate
helpful critiques. But it would be useful to systematically study how far we can push critique
training relative to discriminator performance and to understand the obstacles to having
models explicate their knowledge.
• Recursive reward modeling: We showed that critiques help human evaluations. A next step
could be to improve model performance on the base task by training on assisted evaluations.
Then, if we take assistance itself as a base task, we can then train assistants that help train
assistants (e.g. critiquers of critiquers).
• Study assistance methods: We experimented with critiques as one form of assistance,
but did not compare it to any other forms of assistance. For example, explanations may
be more natural for many tasks. More open-ended settings like question-answering or
dialogue [BJN+ 22] could potentially be better interfaces for assistance.
• Iterative refinements: We collected a large dataset of refinements, but did not explore in
depth how to best use these to improve model outputs. For example, one could do multiple
refinement iterations, and combine that with best-of-N.
• Disagreeing labelers: Critiques are potentially a natural way to reconcile raters’ disagreements. For real-world tasks, such as summarizing current events, humans may have differing
opinions on appropriate contextualization. Some humans may also be unaware of certain
problems in outputs (e.g. unrecognized slurs, subtle implications), and model critiques are a
possible way to surface them and increase agreement rates.
• Using natural language to train models: discussed above in Section 7.1.
For many of the above directions, we would also like to move to more difficult tasks, but which still
have (more objective) ground truth. Some possibilities include coding-related tasks, mathematics,
riddles (such as cryptic crosswords), and book-length question-answering.
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Task type
question generation
base
critiqueability
critique
helpfulness
refinement
corroboration
corroboration quotes
critique quotes

Topic-based summarization
train
test
2221
264
6235
770
31279
3983
15277
1944
41724
5096
14323
1823
0
0
6235
770
14234
1814

Other
train
test
9011
1089
43285 5250
55042 6988
19194 2532
0
0
19194 2532
42058 5273
0
0
0
0

Table 4: Number of tasks of each type in our training and test sets, split by topic-based summarization
and other (a mix of question-answering and summarization tasks). During training, 50% of the
refinement tasks are converted to direct refinement tasks, and 50% of the corroboration quotes are
converted to "answer quotes"

A

Additional dataset details

A.1

Labelers

Our labelers are contractors hired by OpenAI and paid hourly. Labelers are fluent in English and
the majority are native speakers. We communicate with our labelers via Slack, where we send
instructions, gather feedback, and discuss tasks.
We occasionally check labeler quality using a variety of techniques: looking at critique likelihood (by
other labelers) of their demonstrations, looking at agreement rates on rankings (we generally share
5% of tasks between 10 labelers).
A.2

Collection details

We collect data in three rounds, roughly corresponding to the base task, the critique task, and the
helpfulness task. Thus we have three distinct web interfaces for data collection, each of which went
through multiple iterations throughout the project.
A.2.1

Base task

When collecting data for the base task, we show labelers a passage and ask them to come up with a
number of questions, as well as answers to each question. For topic-based summarization, we ask
them to have at least one question for which there is no relevant information in the passage and the
answer is trivial. Some variants:
1. We sometimes also collected misleading answers that should be clearly wrong, but take
readers a long time to determine as wrong. We asked for labelers to aim to have answers
with different kinds of flaws, e.g. accuracy flaws contradicting part of the text that are hard
to find or not stated explicitly and coverage flaws leaving out important details that are easy
to overlook. We also ask labelers to aim for the flaws to be severe. Finally, labelers wrote
critiques of the misleading answer (typically only one, as per the initial requirement that it
be hard to spot a flaw).
2. We sometimes asked for lists of "quote corroborations". For each quote corroboration, the
labeler highlighted a set of spans in the answer, and a set of corroborating spans in the
passage
A.2.2

Critique task

When collecting data for the critique task, we show labelers a passage, multiple questions about the
passage, and multiple model-generated answers for each question.
We always ask for a Likert rating for each answer and a ranking of the answers.
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Critiques We then ask for a series of critiques for each answer, roughly in descending order of
importance or severity. Critiques are instructed to be relatively atomic, so they should not point out
multiple unrelated issues. We also asked for critiques to be as specific as possible, avoiding broad
critiques like "This answer could be better".
Each critique was given a severity, one of "Minor", "Medium", "Major" and "Critical", each intended
to be about twice as severe as the previous. Labelers were able to skip critiquing answers that were
very similar to another answer.
Refinements When we collected refinements, it was done so jointly with critiques, with a corresponding refinement for each critique. Some answers were too poor to be meaningfully refined, in which
case labelers marked the answer to be completely rewritten instead.
Since we collect multiple critiques, we collect a series of refinements as well, with each refinement
being an improvement over the previous refinement (or the original answer). All critiques were
expected to apply to the original answer as well as the refinement. (Early on, we had them mark for
each critique whether it applied, but we abandoned this later.)
Note that this means that for training, all refinement demonstrations were using human-written
critiques for input. Furthermore, refinement demonstrations are of model-written answers about half
the time, and on (partially) human-written refinements the other half.
Critiqueability In collecting critiques, we are also implicitly collecting critiqueability labels. We
assume the original answer to be uncritiqueable if and only if no critique is given. We enforce that
there are critiques whenever Likert rating is below a 7. Similarly, when refining, the final refinement
is assumed to be uncritiqueable, and all previous refinements are assumed to be critiqueable.
Variants in data collection that we we explored throughout the project:
1. Collecting a set of "corroborations" for each answer, of natural language explanations that
support the answer.
2. No refinements
3. For topic-based summarization, we asked for a category for each critique, one of:
•
•
•
•

Coverage: summary missing relevant information from passage
Accuracy: summary giving incorrect information
Coherence: summary is poorly written, confusing or nonsensical
Other: a catch-all bucket for everything else

4. For topic-based summarization, we also explored collecting quotes. For each critique, we
asked them to give "passage highlights", required for Coverage critiques, and "answer
highlights", required for Accuracy and Coherence critiques. The answer highlights would
be spans in either the original answer or a refinement being critiqued.
A.2.3

Helpfulness task

When collecting data for the helpfulness task, we show labelers a passage, multiple questions about
the passage, and one model-generated answer for each question. We then generate between 8 and 16
model critiques per answer.
For each answer, if no model critiques are helpful, we ask labelers to judge whether there exist
any helpful critiques. If some model critiques are helpful, we ask if the labeler has a substantively
different and better critique. In either case, they may choose to write a new critique, and mark its
severity and category.
We also asked labelers to rank the helpful critiques, though we did not end up using this data.
Variants we explored:
1. We sometimes asked labelers to mark when critiques were "clearly helpful", meaning they
were unambiguously helpful rather than nit-picky.
2. We sometimes asked labelers to mark severity and category of all model-generated critiques
marked as helpful.
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A.3

Base tasks

Early in the project, we asked labelers to create question-answering and summarization tasks. However, we later switched to topic-based summarization and used that for the majority of the project.
As noted, our results are reported on topic-based summarization tasks only. However, we left the
original question-answering and summarization tasks in the training set.
For topic-based summarization, we asked that the topics be chosen such that writing summaries
required more than keyword searching the article. We also asked that the topics require including
some significant information that would not be included in a non-topical paragraph-long summary of
the original passage.
A.4

Auxiliary tasks

Based on the various data we collected throughout the project, we included a number of auxiliary
tasks in the supervised training data. Aside from those mentioned in Table 1, the ones which were
included in the final models were:
1. Question creation Our labelers were asked to write 1-8 questions based on a passage and
give demonstrations of answers to those questions (topic-based summarization or otherwise)
at the same time. During model training, we include the auxiliary task of creating a slate of
questions given a passage.
2. Corroborations We explored collecting corroborations of answers, which explain why
aspects of an answer are correct. In general, it is most interesting to critique things that
are explanation-like, as opposed to short answers with no explanation (e.g. a mathematical
proof rather than just a statement). With topic-based summarization, this was less important,
as the answers are somewhat self-explanatory, simplifying our research setup.
3. Corroboration quotes We include the task of retrieving relevant quotes from the passage
which corroborate an answer. We also include a variant which conditions on the span of the
answer being corroborated.
4. Question quotes We include the task of retrieving relevant quotes from the passage, based
only on the question.
At training time, we sometimes convert between various tasks as a form of data augmentation. The
most important one is that we convert conditional refinement tasks to direct refinement tasks 50% of
the time. We also convert corroboration quotes to question quotes 50% of the time.
We also experimented with various other tasks which were used in some models during the project,
but were removed for the final version. For example, we experimented with the task of generating a
slate of critiques, rather than a single critique. This has the benefit that during assistance, the model
might be less inclined to produce duplicates. However, we switched to writing single critiques to
simplify our setup.
A.5

Formatting details

We use a simple formatting scheme which always orders things as: passage, question, answer,
critiqueability, critique, helpfulness, refinement.
For example, critique tasks look like
{passage}
Question: {question}
Answer: {answer}
Are there any critiques for the above answer? If so, write one
{binary critiqueability}
{critique}
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Training
method
Behavioral
cloning
RLHP
[CLB+ 17]
2-step debate
[ICA18]
2-step RRM
[LKE+ 18]
Iterative
refinement

Human feedback

Training incentive

base task demonstrations

imitate human at base task

Level
of PH
0

base task evaluations
(i.e. critique demonstrations)
critique task evaluations
(i.e. helpfulness demonstrations)
critique task evaluations and
assisted base task evaluations
base task edits
(i.e. refinement demonstrations)

give outputs humans don’t find flaws in

1

give outputs without critiques that humans judge as valid
give outputs humans don’t find flaws in,
with assistance from a critique model
give outputs humans don’t find improvements in

2
2
0

Table 5: A summary of training methods which seem potentially viable with recent ML methods.
Based on the human feedback required, each corresponds to a different level of the polynomial
hierarchy (PH)

This lets us easily, for example, run the critique task and evaluate critiqueability score at the same
time. Due to this format, we also train on critiqueability and critique tasks in a single example. So
the input to critique tasks always starts with "Yes" (the token corresponding to critiqueability).
Note that since we mask out all but the human-written demonstration during fine-tuning, this prevents
us from sharing even more tasks in the same example. In this example, the base task would be done
by a model rather than a human.
We briefly explored reordering in the synthetic RACE domain, and found it to make little difference.
Though we believe the optimal format may be task-dependent, we leave investigation to future work.
For direct refinement tasks, we skip straight from showing critiqueability to refinement. For conditional refinement and helpfulness tasks, we omit critiqueability.
We also start and end model responses with an end-of-text token.

B

Complexity theory analogy

In this section, we argue that critiques are a particularly natural form of assistance, from the perspective
of proof systems.
B.1

Theory background

We can imagine humans as having some fixed computational ability while models can learn to have
arbitrary computational ability, and ask what kinds of questions we can reliably train models to do.
This motivates [ICA18] an analogy between scalable oversight and interactive proof systems from
complexity theory [GMR89]: if humans are analogous to polynomial time Turing machines and
models are computationally unbounded, what classes of decision problems can be solved by humans
interacting with models?
For example, models trained with behavioral cloning can only solve problems in P, since humans
must solve a problem to demonstrate its solution. Models trained against human evaluations can solve
problems in NP/co-NP. [ICA18] proposes an AI safety via debate scheme which solves problems
analogous to PSPACE [Sha92], with simpler n-step versions corresponding to the nth level of the
polynomial hierarchy. In both the complexity theory setting and the scalable oversight analogy, a
single prover can engage in deceptive strategies that can be prevented by cross-checking a second
prover [BCOI20, BFL91].
B.2

Proof systems in practice

More recently, reinforcement learning from human preferences (RLHP) has become more common [CLB+ 17, BJN+ 22, MTM+ 22, SOW+ 20], demonstrating empirically a technique that lets us
reach NP/co-NP. RLHP asks models to find solutions and humans merely to verify them.
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A simple way to go past NP is to go one step up the polynomial hierarchy (PH), to ΣP2 /ΠP2 . The
definition of ΣP2 corresponds precisely to 2-step recursive reward modeling (RRM): we give the
verifier access to a model trained with RLHP (analogous to an NP/co-NP oracle). In general, n-step
recursive reward modeling corresponds to the nth level of the polynomial hierarchy, just like n-step
debate.
We can interpret the assistance needed to move up the polynomial hierarchy as inherently critique-like.
The canonical ΣP2 -complete problem essentially asks for existence of an answer such that there is
no recognizable critique of the answer. Thus we ask humans only to recognize critiques, i.e. do the
helpfulness task. For ΣP3 , we would train an assistant model to critique critiques, and ask humans to
evaluate critiques of critiques.
Note that it is not apparent whether iterative refinement lets us solve problems outside of P, since
it asks humans to directly give answers. However they also serve as another comparison point
algorithmically: iterative refinement may be very powerful if computation of the model is the limiting
factor, rather than computation of the human. Overall, the proof systems view suggests the technique
will become less useful as models become more powerful.
For a summary of possible approaches discussed, see Table 5.

C

GDC gaps: discussion and extra results

We have defined the GDC gaps in Section 5. Here we discuss more intuitions and motivations for
studying gaps, as well as subtleties in their measurement.
C.1

Informal intuition

How should we expect and want the difficulty of generating, discriminating, and critiquing answers
to relate to each other?
First, for many tasks of interest we expect G ≤ D, meaning it is harder to write a good answer than
to tell that an answer is wrong. This is analogous to the hypothesis that NP is larger than P. We call
the gap between these abilities the GD gap (the generator-to-discriminator gap). The size of the gap
may strongly depend on the nature of the problem: the problem of computing a hash might have no
gap, but hash inversion might have a large gap. Note also that the GD gap is computational in nature:
allowing rejection sampling against a discriminator can improve generator performance to close the
gap.
Second, we expect C ≤ D. The CD gap roughly represents the gap from ability to articulate flaws (to
humans), to the ability to recognize flaws. Again, the size of the gap may strongly depend on the
nature of the problem – heuristic or statistical arguments might be often correct but hard to explicate
or justify. For example, it may be easy for humans to discriminate cats versus dogs using intuitive
(system 1) thinking, but not to explain why a certain cat photo is not a dog. However, even for more
logical arguments, such as verifying a math proof, it’s unclear whether the gap closes completely.
Finally the direction of the GC gap seems less clear; the considerations for the other two gaps are
now competing. For example, G > C: someone might know how to smile photogenically, but have
trouble articulating why another smile looks inauthentic. But G < C: it is easier to critique a poor
story plot than to write a good story.
C.2

Relevance to model training and scalable oversight

Disclaimer: highly speculative

Our definitions assume access to ground truth for both the base task and critique task evaluations. But
suppose for the sake of argument that we have some difficult task for which humans cannot determine
ground truth, but that they can determine ground truth with critiques. (See Appendix B for motivation
of this setting.)
In this setting, a negative GC gap seems undesirable in the following sense. Suppose the model could
reach a certain level of performance for G if trained on ground truth. However, there is a GC gap,
so that the model is able to generate some good outputs but is unable to always explain why some
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worse output is worse. This means we may not have been able to elicit those good outputs to begin
with, since we would not have provided a training signal to discourage the worse output. Optimizing
against critiqueability will then yield model outputs that look good to humans but aren’t actually
good; in other words, the model will over-optimize [MG18] and produce misleading outputs. To
avoid this, we should train the critique model to push the GC gap to be positive (C ≥ G).
Closing the CD gap (C = D) is a more ambitious goal, and gets at an intuitively stronger property.
The CD gap should be closed if a model is able to explain to humans why all poor outputs are
poor. While weaker than “explaining to humans everything it knows,” this would let humans
straightforwardly notice misleading outputs and plausibly be a substantial step towards solving
technical alignment, if it were possible. This stronger assurance may be relevant in practice: we could
imagine a discriminator trained against flawed critiqueability labels favoring misleading generations,
even if the generator cannot easily mislead itself. Rejection sampling against such a discriminator
would lead to a misleading generator. Finally, a pragmatic reason to aim at closing the CD gap is that
critiquing compares more naturally to discrimination (relative to generation).
Although we expect a non-negative CD in theory, in the absence of ground truth, we may be able
to train better critique models than we can discriminators. Imagine, for example, if no human in
the world knows about some undiscovered but common security vulnerability. Then training a
discriminator on human labels for “this code has a security vulnerability” would not result in code
avoiding that vulnerability. However, a helpfulness model might be able to predict that a human
would be able to verify the vulnerability. And thus a critique model may point out the vulnerability.
Of course, there is a risk that there are vulnerabilities that a model cannot explain to humans, if
there is a CD gap, so it would of course be better to have correct labels for “this code has a security
vulnerability” in the first place. But that may simply be impossible.
Thus, overall, we believe it is useful to push critique ability as far as we can. In practice, for difficult
tasks, we don’t expect to know what G and D are, since we cannot produce ground truth labels – we
might push C without necessarily knowing where the limits are and without truly knowing if G or
D are misleading. However, we can study these questions using problems with known ground truth
such as synthetic tasks.
Relaxing ground truth
A different workaround is to relax this assumption of having ground truth. We could instead have
more knowledgeable humans provide “ground truth” and less knowledgeable humans serve as labelers.
We can use various methodologies to create the capability disparity, such as restricting time budget,
hiring humans lacking expertise, etc. This is the setting introduced by [Cot21].
Then we have the analogy:
• D labels come from more knowledgeable humans trying to evaluate an answer
• C labels come from less knowledgeable humans evaluating an answer using assistance from
an assistant model trained against labels from less knowledgeable humans
This framing gives an alternative way to motivate our gap measurement definitions.
Process versus outcomes
But what if we do have some ground truth and our discriminators look genuinely great, generalize
well, etc? If C < D then should we not just use a discriminator as training signal?
[SB22] argue that training to have "good process", i.e. a system with human-understandable steps,
is better than directly training it against "good outcome". A different framing for closing the CD
gap might be that we are trying to make a human-understandable process be competitive with an
outcome-based training signal.
If we primarily train outcome-based systems, it will be tempting to use proxy ground truth when
working on tasks with outcomes that are expensive or difficult to observe, such as long-horizon
tasks. Furthermore, we will have very little insight into how these systems will generalize. So it
could be important to begin improving process-based systems, even if they do not work as well as
outcome-based systems today.
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Figure 10: Variants of C with humans rating severity of multiple critiques (Ch8 ) or rating severity of
a single critique optimized via best-of-8 against a helpfulness model (C8 ). Both versions outperform
the basic version with just one critique per answer. Unsurprisingly, humans evaluating 8 critiques
outperforms humans evaluating 1 optimized critique.

C.3

Measuring gaps discussion

Recall that we proposed the following way of measuring GDC gaps in Section 5:
• G: What is the average performance of a generator sample?
• D: What is the performance of the generator with best-of-N against the discriminator?
• C: What is the performance of the generator with best-of-N against the severity of a critique?
C.3.1

Reasons to expect negative CD gaps

With our above definition, C does not only measure a model’s ability to articulate critiques. It also
uses a human to check the critique validity, thus letting C directly search against an oracle. Thus,
because our D (critiqueability) models do not match the labels they are trained on, we see negative
CD gaps on simple tasks (See Figure 9).
To make C more analogous to D, we could take the definition of C one step further and train a model
to predict critique validity and severity (or preference). In other words, the model should not only
be able to produce a good critique, but it should also "know" that it is good. Since we did not train
validity/severity models, we instead use the helpfulness model, which gives:
• Cm : What is the performance of the generator with best-of-N against the helpfulness score
of a critique? That is, we use the helpfulness model as a discriminator: to judge an answer
we generate a critique and consider the answer poor if the helpfulness score is high.
Note also that we expect no difference between Cm and C in the limit of very large models, since
learning human helpfulness labels should become easy. Even then, we could expect D ≤ C, if:
1. Vocalizing critiques helps a model understand how to discriminate, as a "chain of thought"
[WWS+ 22b, WWS+ 22a]
2. More generally, if we do not control for compute. For example, we could search for critiques
(see Section D)
Recall that in Section 5 we found a negative CD gap for the Addition, Alphabetize, and RACE
synthetic tasks. We suspect this is due to C’s usage of the oracle and that we would have Cm < D
but do not investigate further in this work.
C.3.2

Alternative C definitions

Consider the following variants to C, involving using 8 critiques and various amounts of model versus
human involvement:
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Figure 11: Variants of C with no human - i.e. rather than using a human severity rating, we simply
use a helpfulness score. Generating many critiques and taking the best according to helpfulness score
seems to improve the helpfulness discriminator for large models. Ideally M → ∞ catches up to or
exceeds discriminator performance.

Figure 12: GD gap with increasing N, i.e. win rate of best-of-N against the critiqueability model
vs. best-of-1. We generate answers from the same model, and use human rankings as ground truth.
Gains from best-of-N seem to improve slightly with model size.

1. Ch8 : Choose 8 critiques to show to the human, and pick the answer according to validity
and severity of the most critical critique. Essentially, we show the human a slate of critiques
(like we did in Section 3.4)
2. C8 : Choose a single best-of-8 (according to helpfulness score) critique to show to the human,
who uses validity and severity in order to judge the answer. This is just like C, but with a
better critique.
3. Cm8 : Choose a single best-of-8 (according to helpfulness score) critique, and simply use
helpfulness score. This cuts out the human from the loop entirely but relies on helpfulness
being comparable across different answers (ideally we would use a severity model).
Ch8 corresponds to giving humans a chance to review multiple pieces of assistance, similar to our
assistance experiments in Section 3.4. Cm8 corresponds to training a helpfulness model and using an
optimized critique model to determine critiqueability, similar to basic versions of debate.
Figures 10 show the first two variants. Unsurprisingly, using a best-of-8 critique helps (C8 > C).
Also unsurprisingly, humans evaluating 8 critiques outperforms humans evaluating 1 optimized
critique (Ch8 > C8 ). However, it still seems to fall short of discriminator ability.
Figure 11 shows the model-only variants, where results are still noisy and perhaps more confusing.
Cm appears to be competitive with C. However, using more critiques does not seem clearly useful
(Cm vs Cm8 ).
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Figure 13: GC gap with increasing N, i.e. win rate of best-of-N against critique helpfulness and
severity vs. best-of-1. We generate answers and critiques from the same model, and use human
rankings as ground truth. Overall the results suggest our critique models do not make for robust
discriminators. Best-of-4 appears consistently better than best-of-2, but best-of-8 possibly does worse
than best-of-4 (though noisy). Gains from best-of-N do not appear to improve with model size.
C.3.3

Evaluating reward signal without training

One way to think of the GD gap is that best-of-N checks whether reward learning is working in
RLHP, without actually training a model via RL [SOW+ 20]. (Though we train discriminators for our
GDC gaps, it would have been equally sensible to use a preference-based reward model.) The GC
gap analogously checks the training signal from using critiques without actually training, if we use a
human checking a critique as a discriminator.
Note that with our definitions, GD and GC gaps can only be negative if the discriminator and critiquediscriminator, respectively, are worse than chance. One way this can happen is if the generator is
over-optimized [MG18] against the discriminator or critique model.
Figure 12 shows GD scaling with N, and Figure 13 shows GC scaling with N. These test in-distribution
robustness of our critiqueability score, and robustness of using critiques as a training signal.

D

2-step debate

Our assistance experiments in Section 3.4 serve as a de-risking experiment for 2-step recursive reward
modeling: we verify that assisting humans results in better critiqueability labels. If our base task
evaluations are better, then we have a better training signal for the base task.
How about debate? A simple version of 2-step debate might look like the following: to evaluate a
question, we generate an answer, then generate a critique. A human judges the answer as good if and
only if the critique is not helpful. We want to compare this judgement to a human judging an answer
directly.
Thus, to de-risk debate, we should imagine a critiqueability model trained on flawed labels compared
to a critique-severity model trained on labels for critiques from an optimized critique model. Since
we don’t have a critique severity model, we simply use helpfulness score. We can also use helpfulness
score to optimize critiques via best-of-N. Thus overall this simplifies to: compare critiqueability
score as a discriminator to "helpfulness score of best-of-N critiques", which is essentially D vs Cm
(defined in Appendix C.3.2) but on a different distribution of answers.
We use our dataset of paired misleading and honest answers, since we would like ground truth that
does not rely on humans finding critiques. We measure accuracy of picking the honest answer over
the misleading answer.
We use our largest model for all tasks and we use temperature 0.5 to sample critiques. We find (see
Figure 14):
1. The best-of-N helpfulness score discriminates better with increasing N
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Figure 14: Discrimination between misleading and honest answers. Best-of-N according to a
helpfulness model appears to asymptote to worse than a direct critiqueability model. This suggests
using helpfulness labels directly as a training signal for debate might not be preferred to training
directly against human critique labels, in the topic-based summarization domain.
2. The best-of-N helpfulness score never discriminates as well as the critiqueability score
3. The best-of-N helpfulness score appears to be asymptoting with N → ∞ to worse than the
critiqueability score. This suggests naive 2-step debate wouldn’t work as well as RLHP for
this task.
While these are negative results, they don’t imply that debate won’t start working with larger models.
Some other important caveats:
1. Our helpfulness model may primarily prioritize nit-picky critiques rather than severe ones, so
we expect training a severity model (or e.g. a critique-conditional preference-based reward
model) would help.
2. Furthermore, we are primarily interested in testing in domains where giving critiqueability
labels is even more difficult.
(a) With human labels, it seems interesting if critiqueability labels come from humans
being misled in systematically biased ways. In our case, labels’ performance may
simply be poor due to noise from occasional carelessness. This doesn’t affect accuracy
in the limit of infinite training data. Helpfulness-based training may be less biased, and
thus debate should help more.
(b) If studying debate with simple synthetic tasks, it could be particularly interesting with
a ΣP2 /ΠP2 -complete problem such as 2QBF where learning the helpfulness oracle is
easy but learning the critiqueability oracle is hard.
Nevertheless, this could mean that debate is more difficult to implement initially than recursive reward
modeling due to the need for a robust helpfulness model. In recursive reward modeling, having a
human in the loop to interact with multiple critiques means we can see signs of life without robust
critiques.

E
E.1

Other assistance experiments
Assistance for comparisons

We initially tried using assistance for the task of doing comparisons. Unlike the critique-writing
setting, we were able to observe improvements in speed of comparisons. Our hope was that we could
use an ensemble of unassisted humans as "ground truth" to show that critique assistance also helped a
single human at accuracy.
Using ensembles of 5 humans as ground truth, we observed statistically significant improvements
when using human-written critiques as assistance. With model-written critiques, we observe small
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(a) Assistance does not appreciably slow down labelers. (b) Each additional found critique is correlated with
Any effect goes away when controlling for number of about an additional minute of time. Here, the dotted
critiques found.
line represents the no assist condition.

Figure 15: Amount of time labelers spend writing critiques, with and without assistance. We filter
out outlier times of greater than an hour, as they are likely due to labelers taking breaks or timer
malfunctions.

Figure 16: Assistance increases the fraction of answers with critiques found and decreases Likert
score (1-7) judgements.
improvements that were within noise. Overall, this set up required a lot more effort and labeling to
observe effects, so we discontinued it.
E.2

Quotes as assistance

We experimented with quotes as a form of assistance. We retrained the model to also generate
supporting quotes for the critiques, from the response and/or text. Quotes were highlighted when the
labeler clicked on the critique, and buttons let labelers scroll to the corresponding location in the text.
We found that:
• Quotes had no effect on number of critiques found
• Quotes save labelers a little under a minute of time.
• However, a baseline of highlighting longest common substrings between the critiques and
text saved almost the same amount of time
E.3

Ablation of number of critiques

Earlier on in the project, we tried both 4 and 8 model-generated critiques as assistance. With only 4
critiques, finding critiques was possibly faster than the unassisted setting. However, it resulted in less
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critiques found than the 8 critiques setting. The effect on number of critiques from 8 critiques was a
little less than twice as large. Results are shown below.
No assistance
4 critiques
8 critiques

F

Time (minutes)
6.27 ± 0.31
5.82 ± 0.27
6.26 ± 0.27

Number of critiques
0.74 ± 0.05
1.06 ± 0.07
1.31 ± 0.08

Samples

In this section, all samples are uniformly randomly chosen, subject to the constraints described. We
also always omit samples we deemed to have triggering content (this happened just once).
F.1

Self-critique and helpfulness samples

Here we provide random samples of model-generated answers, critiqueability scores, self-critiques,
and self-assessed helpfulness scores. Finally, we provide whether each critique was marked helpful
by a human.
All samples come from our largest model. We use a random non-zero temperature for the answer,
and use the same temperature for critiques. For each answer, we draw 8 critiques, but deduplicate,
similarly to in our assistance experiments.
The samples are shown in Tables 6-15.
F.2

Assistance samples

Here we choose random samples from the experiment in Section 3.4 such that each assistance
condition had at least one critique used.
The samples are shown in Tables 16-25. We release the full dataset of samples in our assistance
dataset release.
F.3

Refinement samples

Here we provide random samples of self-critiques and refinements from our largest model. We show
three refinements: a conditional refinement using a random critique, a conditional refinement using a
best-of-8 critique, and a direct refinement.
We filter for cases with all three refinements ranked higher than the original answer, according to a
human labeler.
The samples are shown in Tables 26-35.
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Question:
https://openaipublic.blob.core.windows.net/critiques/passages/ejSjN80kf8aanxrq8fZc7S9A4q4rcm.
txt

Summarize why Secretary Mike Pompeo called for a more limited view of global human rights.
Answer: He believes that the U.S. has lost its bearings when it comes to human rights, and that the country is grappling
with tough choices about which rights to promote. He believes that property rights and religious freedom are foremost
principals. He also believes that the U.S. has much to offer the world because the founders recognized the existence of
God-given unalienable rights.
Critiqueability: 0.510
Critiques
Helpfulness: score
label
"principals" should be "principles"
0.704
True
"principals" - add a "l"
0.127
False
"principals" - add an "a"
0.151
False
"principals" should be "principles".
0.730
True
"principals" - change to "principles"
0.584
True

Table 6: Randomly chosen sample 1 of 10 from our helpfulness experiments.

Question:
https://openaipublic.blob.core.windows.net/critiques/passages/RcrmVGgVMlgZvf8P1hUXNxDvuwiIIV.
txt

What does the text say about the measures taken against the coronavirus?
Answer: A convention center in Los Angeles was being transformed into a federal field hospital. The U.S. Navy medical
ship Mercy, which arrived Friday, has received three patients. The city was using it to move people away from coronavirus
hotspots. He also said the city is in the process of opening up five new emergency shelters to move the homeless indoors.
A homeless person who tested positive for COVID-19 was found at Dockweiler State Beach. He urged hotel and motel
owners to provide rooms for Angelenos who are homeless or who need to isolate with coronavirus. There’s also an uptick
in the number of hate crimes against Asians.
Critiqueability: 0.878
Critiques
Helpfulness: score
label
The response contains a lot of unnecessary information.
0.514
True
The last sentence is irrelevant.
0.892
True
Rephrase the first sentence to show what the city is working towards.
0.155
True
The response includes extraneous information not useful for the task.
0.654
True
This is inaccurate and should be omitted.
0.264
False
The article doesn’t claim the Navy ship is being used to move people away from coronavirus
0.779
True
hotspots.
The Navy ship Mercy is irrelevant to the question
0.507
False
The response mentions facts extraneous to the question being asked.
0.390
True

Table 7: Randomly chosen sample 2 of 10 from our helpfulness experiments.

Question:
https://openaipublic.blob.core.windows.net/critiques/passages/qy190FdNly5bwCs7LWN1YyNruIDYD4.
txt

What is strange about this story?
Answer: The story is about a world with an eighth day.
Critiqueability: 0.364
Critiques
Helpfulness: score
The answer should mention the fact that not everyone lives in all eight days.
0.790
The answer could mention the Transitioners.
0.722
The answer could be clearer in its pronoun use.
0.033
The answer should mention the existence of Transitioners.
0.744
The answer should mention the Transitioners.
0.709
The answer is too vague. It should mention the Transitioners and Evangeline.
0.713

label
True
True
False
False
False
False

Table 8: Randomly chosen sample 3 of 10 from our helpfulness experiments.
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Question: Motets by Johann Sebastian Bach, discography
https://openaipublic.blob.core.windows.net/critiques/passages/q59uDOI6h10NPSH2Iprh9oA9almhTI.
txt

What are the three possible approaches that music directors need to make choices about the instrumental accompaniment?
Answer: The three possible approaches are a cappella, instruments doubling the vocal lines, and basso continuo.
Critiqueability: 0.178
Critiques
Helpfulness: score
label
The answer should mention that a cappella means without accompaniment.
0.505
False
The answer could be phrased as a complete sentence.
0.038
False
The answer could be clearer in its pronoun use.
0.030
False

Table 9: Randomly chosen sample 4 of 10 from our helpfulness experiments.

Question:
https://openaipublic.blob.core.windows.net/critiques/passages/PRZy4hOXzMm4JN8suheGDi61m1dZUh.
txt

What is the gist of the article?
Answer: The article is about Juneteenth and Trump’s message being perceived as tone deaf due to the emphasis of
"triumph over the darkness" when posted by the White House.
Critiqueability: 0.410
Critiques
Helpfulness: score
label
The answer could give more detail.
0.471
True
Note the anniversary this fell on
0.092
True
The answer could mention the biggest complaint.
0.367
True
Doesn’t mention Trump’s response to backlash.
0.043
False
"The article is about Juneteenth and Trump’s message being perceived as tone deaf due to
0.150
False
the emphasis of "triumph over the darkness" when posted by the White House." - Juneteenth
is an African American holiday that commemorates the day slavery was abolished in the
United States, more than two years after the Emancipation Proclamation. replace "tone
dead" with tone-deaf and rephrase the rest of the sentence.
Note the larger context of the protests
0.479
False
The answer should focus more on the Juneteenth celebrations than the Trump message.
0.157
False
The answer should clarify that the phrase "triumph over darkness" is the problem due to its
0.526
True
connotations of racial supremacy.

Table 10: Randomly chosen sample 5 of 10 from our helpfulness experiments.

Question: [MF] Nothing Left to Say
https://openaipublic.blob.core.windows.net/critiques/passages/9F9E3eSLJe7fYxnyR3tb8fIXM98V6l.
txt

Summarize the tension in the story.
Answer: The story has two layers of tension. First, the reader is trying to figure out what happened in the accident that the
couple experienced. Then, there is the interpersonal tension between the couple. The man wants to oil up the conversation
and the woman seems to be holding onto some blunt anger.
Critiqueability: 0.879
Critiques
Helpfulness: score
label
The story has only one layer of tension
0.414
True
There is no evidence to suggest that the woman is holding onto some blunt anger.
0.917
True
The answer fails to mention the significance of the flat tire in the story.
0.088
False
The answer misrepresents the text.
0.726
False
It’s not mentioned in the story that the man wants to oil up the conversation.
0.886
False
The answer describes the tension in the story poorly, failing to integrate all the necessary 0.687
False
details.
The tension is between the couple, and the man is the one holding onto some blunt anger.
0.059
False
This doesn’t really capture the relationship between the man and woman.
0.414
False

Table 11: Randomly chosen sample 6 of 10 from our helpfulness experiments.
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Question:
https://openaipublic.blob.core.windows.net/critiques/passages/YSjzbiyr7ef4bMx8Bn9m87NoymQqKo.
txt

What does the passage say about domestic violence statistics?
Answer: No answer
Critiqueability: 0.921
Critiques
Helpfulness: score
The response should include the statistics given in the article.
0.891
The response misses to provide an answer to the instruction in the task.
0.700
The response misses to mention that There was eventually a five-hour standoff between 0.055
the police and her boyfriend, who had barricaded himself inside their apartment.
The answer should mention that one in three women will experience domestic violence in
0.636
their lifetimes. It should also mention that 80% of all hostage situations in the US involve
domestic violence.
The question can be answered.
0.874
0.810
The author states that domestic violence episodes account for 80% of all hostage situations
in the U.S.
It is omitted that more than 80% of hostage situations involve domestic violence.
0.763
The response does not provide an adequate answer to the instruction in the task.
0.694

label
True
True
False
True

True
True
True
True

Table 12: Randomly chosen sample 7 of 10 from our helpfulness experiments.

Question: [MF] A Work in Progress
https://openaipublic.blob.core.windows.net/critiques/passages/6Sw0czOTYmyKeyc8G1SdyFz2C9LBmu.
txt

What did the male individual in the passage die of?
Answer: Suicide.
Critiqueability: 0.248
Critiques
Helpfulness: score
It is unclear from the story - but it seems that the other lover mentions a blade. It is possible 0.120
but the story indicates many times that the narrator was the one overriding their relationship
with her addiction, but this is a guess.
It can be reasonably inferred he died of either a drug or a blade.
0.126
The text is structred in a way that it may at first seem to be talking about the woman killing
0.088
herself, and then it’s revealed that the man has simply taken his own life. The answer
should reflect this "twist".
He took a drug overdose, it might be more accurate to describe it as such.
0.311
The question asks what rather than how. While the how is suicide, the why is significant 0.087
and not yet explained.
That he died from suicide is explicitly not stated in the passage. It is, however, implied.
0.223
There is no evidence that the man committed suicide because of the girl. It appears her 0.100
boyfriend killed himself for the fear of losing her to her demons.
There is no evidence that he died of suicide
0.288

label
False

Table 13: Randomly chosen sample 8 of 10 from our helpfulness experiments.
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True
False

False
False
True
False
False

Question: St Mark’s Church, Dundela
https://openaipublic.blob.core.windows.net/critiques/passages/EskHF4JC9ODXZ14twM9JlU6lfm337P.
txt

What is the history of St. Mark’s Church?
Answer: For most of its history, its parish was located within the neighboring parish of Holywood. In the mid-19th
century, due to the growth of the local area, the Church of Ireland began holding services in a coach-house and then in
what is now Strandtown Primary School. William Butterfield was commissioned to design a new church for the growing
parish. Groundbreaking for the new building took place in May 1876, and it was consecrated by the Bishop of Down,
Connor, and Dromore, Robert Knox, on August 22, 1878. When it was built, it was intended for there to be a ring of bells
in the tower, and an eight-bell frame was provided, but only the treble and tenor were bought due to the severe movement
of the structure when the bells were rung. In the 1950s, a legacy was found providing for the installation of a ring, and the
church commissioned John Taylor & Co of Loughborough, England, for a ring of ten bells. The new ring, in the key of F#,
was installed in 1955 in a new cast-iron frame and was dedicated by the Reverend William Kerr, Bishop of Down and
Dromore.
Critiqueability: 0.601
Critiques
Helpfulness: score
label
The last sentence is unnecessary.
0.394
True
The second sentence of the third paragraph should be moved to the end of the second 0.070
False
paragraph, so that the transition to the third paragraph makes more sense.
The last few sentences are irrelevant to the question.
0.181
True
The last sentence is not relevant and should be removed.
0.129
True
The last four sentences describes the bells and are not necessary.
0.575
True
The answer is way too detailed. It should stick with the main events of the history.
0.317
True
The bells are not relevant to the history of the church
0.369
True
The response includes extraneous information not useful for the task.
0.419
True

Table 14: Randomly chosen sample 9 of 10 from our helpfulness experiments.

Question: Noël Oakeshott
https://openaipublic.blob.core.windows.net/critiques/passages/YI4ozEyhwkCSiFSuizJ6QYjupcJ9LW.
txt

Discuss Noël Oakeshott’s family.
Answer: Noël Oakeshott was raised by her father, Robert Oswald Moon, who was a physician and her mother, Ethel
Waddington, who was an artist and suffragist. She married Walter Oakeshott in 1928, and they had four children.
Critiqueability: 0.480
Critiques
Helpfulness: score
label
The answer should mention the names of their children.
0.948
True
The answer does not specify that the four children were two sons and two daughters.
0.889
True
The response contains inaccurate information.
0.346
False
The answer omits that Oakeshott’s father opposed her marriage to Walter Oakeshott.
0.834
False
The answer omits the names of the children.
0.939
True
The answer should mention the names of the kids.
0.943
True
The response is missing the names of Noel’s children.
0.948
True
The response misses to specify that the four children are two twin sons, Evelyn and Robert, 0.921
True
and two daughters, Helena and Rose.

Table 15: Randomly chosen sample 10 of 10 from our helpfulness experiments.
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Question
https://openaipublic.blob.core.windows.net/critiques/passages/l5brplYxLuMFHoW1ViTrJG8QGPZvvF.txt

What happened to Yafa in the winter of 1990?
Human answer

Human misleading answer

Model answer

In the winter of 1990, Israeli soldiers came
to take Yafa’s father.

In the winter of 1990, Israeli soldiers
came to take Yafa’s mother.

Yafa was afraid that the soldiers would
take her candy.

Intended critiques
• (critical, accuracy) INn 1990, soldiers
came to take Yafa’s father, not mother.
Unassisted human critiquer
Rating: 6/7
• (minor, coverage) Add that she ran upstairs to look for her father’s gloves and
did not find them. She still feels guilty
about not finding his gloves.

Unassisted human critiquer
Rating: 5/7
• (major, accuracy) father, not mother

Unassisted human critiquer
Rating: 3/7
• (major, coverage) The response does
not cover the major event which was
that the soldiers came to get her father

Assisted human critiquer
Rating: 5/7
• (medium, coverage) The answer should
mention that Yafa ran upstairs to get her
father’s gloves.

Assisted human critiquer
Rating: 7/7
• (critical, accuracy) Yafa’s mother was
not taken in the winter of 1990. It was
her father who was taken away.

Assisted human critiquer
Rating: 1/7
• (critical, accuracy) The answer is incorrect. In the winter of 1990, Yafa’s
father was taken away by soldiers and
she wasn’t able to give him his gloves
in time.

Model useful critiques (out of 8)

Model useful critiques (out of 8)

Model useful critiques (out of 8)

• Helpfulness score: 0.77 The answer
should mention that Yafa ran upstairs to
get her father’s gloves.

• Helpfulness score: 0.74 Yafa’s mother
was not taken in the winter of 1990. It
was her father who was taken away.

• Helpfulness score: 0.36 The answer is
incorrect.

Table 16: Randomly chosen sample 1 of 10 from our assistance experiments. See more in our publicly
released dataset.
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Question [NF] Be Happy at All Times.
https://openaipublic.blob.core.windows.net/critiques/passages/ECkajc1ejyMk7wuAq2XkLd13OIxcow.txt

What does the story say about Mike’s disappearance?
Human answer
The narrator is looking for his coworker
Mike as he cannot see him at the court. He
finally finds Mike laying on the ground
beside the cart with his face down. The
narrator sees the back of his shaved head
is purple and flips Mike over. Mike’s face
looked distorted, purple, and smushed,
his eyes half-open half-closed, and completely expressionless. The narrator dials
911 for emergency help. They instruct
him to give CPR. However, Mike has laid
face down for too long and he is dead.

Human misleading answer
Mike hides in the woods to urinate.
Intended critiques
• (major, accuracy) That is what the narrator considers, but Mike had an accident and died.

Model answer
Mike is the narrator’s co-worker, and the
narrator is surprised to see that he is not
around. The narrator is worried about him.
Mike’s cart is parked in a curious place.
The narrator walks to the cart and sees
Mike lying on the ground. The narrator
calls 911 and performs CPR, but Mike is
already dead.

Unassisted human critiquer
Rating: 7/7
(None)

Unassisted human critiquer
Rating: 2/7
• (major, accuracy) The response inaccurately mentions that Mike was hiding
in the woods to urinate, the text says he
was not.
• (major, coverage) The response misses
to mention that Mike was found dead.

Unassisted human critiquer
Rating: 4/7
• (major, accuracy) The narrator doesn’t
walk to the cart. She runs when she
sees that Mike is lying face down on the
ground.

Assisted human critiquer
Rating: 5/7
• (medium, accuracy) The narrator and
Mike work at a golf course, not a court.
Correct this.

Assisted human critiquer
Rating: 1/7
• (critical, accuracy) Mike is not hiding
in the woods to urinate.
• (major, coverage) The answer omits
that Mike is dead.

Assisted human critiquer
Rating: 6/7
• (minor, coverage) The response includes extraneous information not useful for the task.

Model useful critiques (out of 8)

Model useful critiques (out of 8)

Model useful critiques (out of 8)

• Helpfulness score: 0.42 The narrator
and Mike work at a golf course, not a
court.

• Helpfulness score: 0.71 Mike is not
hiding in the woods to urinate.
• Helpfulness score: 0.51 The answer
omits that Mike is dead.

• Helpfulness score: 0.16 The response
includes extraneous information not
useful for the task.

Table 17: Randomly chosen sample 2 of 10 from our assistance experiments. See more in our publicly
released dataset.
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Question Law enforcement in Azerbaijan
https://openaipublic.blob.core.windows.net/critiques/passages/vHzzvjOj7lpv0kiFQVE2YlibBQ7zpt.txt

Summarize the duties of Azerbaijan’s Prosecutor’s Office and the Ministry of Internal Affairs.
Human answer

Human misleading answer

Model answer

The Prosecutor’s Office is part of Azerbaijan’s judicial system and is responsible
for investigating criminal acts, protecting
ordinary citizens, and helping the courts
with legal procedures.
The Ministry of Internal Affairs, on the
other hand, files criminal investigation and
prevent criminal offenses by the police service and ministry staff.

The Prosecutor’s Office is part of Azerbaijan’s judicial system and is responsible
for investigating criminal acts, protecting
ordinary citizens, and helping the courts
with legal procedures.
The Ministry of Internal Affairs, on the
other hand, files criminal investigation
and prevent criminal offenses by the
judges and ministry staff.

The Prosecutor’s Office is a part of Azerbaijan’s judicial system. Its responsibilities include investigating criminal acts and
participating in court procedures. A single
and centralized Prosecutor’s Office reports
to the Prosecutor General. The Ministry
of Internal Affairs has a broad range of
responsibilities, including filing criminal
investigations, protection of public order,
and preventing criminal offences.

Intended critiques
• (minor, accuracy) The passage did not
indicate that the Ministry of Internal Affairs has any jurisdiction over judges.
Unassisted human critiquer
Rating: 4/7
• (medium, accuracy) The answer contains a detail that cannot be found
within the text. In the first sentence,
the article doesn’t list "protecting ordinary citizens" as a responsibility of the
Prosecutor’s Office. Remove this.
• (medium, coverage) The answer should
mention the other responsibilities of the
Prosecutor’s Office, such as protecting
public accusations in the criminal procedures and supervising the implementation and operation of laws.
It should mention the other responsibility of the Ministry of Internal Affairs,
which is protecting public order and security.

Unassisted human critiquer
Rating: 5/7
• (medium, coverage) The response
doesn’t mention the other responsibilities of the Prosecutor’s office.
• (medium, coverage) The response
doesn’t mention other responsibilities
of Ministry of Internal Affairs.

Unassisted human critiquer
Rating: 4/7
• (minor, accuracy) "participating in
court procedures" - This should be corrected to "participating in the procedures conducted by the courts"
• (medium, coverage) It should also mention the other two responsibilities of
The Prosecutor’s office: protecting public accusations in the criminal procedures and supervising the implementation and operation of laws.

Assisted human critiquer
Rating: 5/7
• (medium, accuracy) The duties of the
Prosecutor’s Office can be more accurately phrased as: investigating criminal
acts, participating in the procedures conducted by the courts, protecting public
accusations in the criminal procedures,
and supervising the implementation and
operation of laws.
• (medium, coverage) The response
misses to mention other duties of the
Prosecutor’s Office and the Ministry of
Internal Affairs.

Assisted human critiquer
Rating: 5/7
• (major, accuracy) The Ministry of Internal Affairs is not responsible for preventing criminal offenses by the judges
and ministry staff.

Assisted human critiquer
Rating: 5/7
• (medium, coverage) The answer omits
that the Prosecutor’s Office also protects public accusations in criminal procedures and supervises the implementation and operation of laws.

Model useful critiques (out of 8)

Model useful critiques (out of 8)

Model useful critiques (out of 8)

• Helpfulness score: 0.46 The response
misses to mention other duties of the
Prosecutor’s Office and the Ministry of
Internal Affairs.

• Helpfulness score: 0.57 The Ministry
of Internal Affairs is not responsible
for preventing criminal offenses by the
judges and ministry staff.

• Helpfulness score: 0.85 The answer
omits that the Prosecutor’s Office also
protects public accusations in criminal
procedures and supervises the implementation and operation of laws.

Table 18: Randomly chosen sample 3 of 10 from our assistance experiments. See more in our publicly
released dataset.
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Question
https://openaipublic.blob.core.windows.net/critiques/passages/tjubz1t1F7ffutffiAUqGImQlaBPUN.txt

What does the text say about Asynchronous Programming?
Human answer
Asynchronous programming is one of the
methods Python uses to run multiple tasks
at once.

Human misleading answer
No answer
Intended critiques
• (critical, coverage) Asynchronous programming is clearly mentioned in the
text.

Model answer
Asynchronous Programming is a style of
concurrent programming where the OS
is not participating. As far as the OS is
concerned, you’re going to have one process and there’s going to be a single thread
within that process, but you’ll be able to
do multiple things at once. The trick is
to have a function that can suspend and
resume, and a scheduler of sorts.

Unassisted human critiquer
Rating: 7/7
(None)

Unassisted human critiquer
Rating: 1/7
• (critical, coverage) The response cannot be blank. The information is available in the text.

Unassisted human critiquer
Rating: 7/7
(None)

Assisted human critiquer
Rating: 5/7
• (major, coverage) The answer should
mention that asynchronous programming is a style of concurrent programming in which tasks release the CPU
during waiting periods, so that other
tasks can use it.

Assisted human critiquer
Rating: 1/7
• (major, coverage) The answer should
mention that asynchronous programming is a style of concurrent programming where the OS is not participating.
• (critical, coverage) The answer could
go into detail about why asynchronous
programming is necessary for some programs.

Assisted human critiquer
Rating: 5/7
• (medium, coverage) It’s omitted that it
has tasks release the CPU during waiting periods so that other tasks can use
it.
• (medium, coverage) It’s omitted that it
is really fast due to its optimization.
• (minor, coverage) The answer could
mention that the scheduler is called an
event loop.

Model useful critiques (out of 8)

Model useful critiques (out of 8)

Model useful critiques (out of 8)

• Helpfulness score: 0.83 The answer
should mention that asynchronous programming is a style of concurrent programming in which tasks release the
CPU during waiting periods, so that
other tasks can use it.

• Helpfulness score: 0.71 The answer
should mention that asynchronous programming is a style of concurrent programming where the OS is not participating.
• Helpfulness score: 0.51 The answer
could go into detail about why asynchronous programming is necessary for
some programs.

• Helpfulness score: 0.55 The answer
could mention that the scheduler is
called an event loop.

Table 19: Randomly chosen sample 4 of 10 from our assistance experiments. See more in our publicly
released dataset.
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Question
https://openaipublic.blob.core.windows.net/critiques/passages/4LIRaCvh9E0sYZ9mAaq0OpyF4coUy3.txt

What does the article say about things that are forbidden?
Human answer

Human misleading answer

Model answer

Rabbi Tropper declared it forbidden for
Avraham to be married to Sarah. It is
against Jewish law to eat cheesburgers and
drive on Shabbat. It is implied that it’s also
bad to bow down to idols, accept Jesus, or
identify with Christopher Hitchens’s athiest philosophies. Sarah’s conversion was
revoked because she left her hair uncovered and wore pants. Sarah’s children are
also forbidden to marry Jews.

Rabbi Tropper declared it forbidden for
Avraham to be married to Sarah. It is
against Jewish law to eat cheesburgers
and drive on Shabbat. It is implied
that it’s also bad to bow down to idols,
accept Jesus, or identify with Christopher
Hitchens’s athiest philosophies. Sarah’s
children are also forbidden to marry Jews.

Unassisted human critiquer
Rating: 5/7
• (medium, coverage) The response
should make clear that these things are
forbidden in this branch of Orthodox
Judaism.

Unassisted human critiquer
Rating: 5/7
• (medium, coverage) There are other
things that can be added to the question
to make it more comprehensive, particulars about the things covered (such as
hair) implies that there are factors about
it that are forbidden.

Unassisted human critiquer
Rating: 2/7
• (critical, coverage) The response can’t
be blank. There is passing information
available in the text.

Assisted human critiquer
Rating: 4/7
• (medium, accuracy) It is not implied
that it is forbidden to bow down to idols,
accept Jesus, or identify with Christopher Hitchens’ atheist philosophies.

Assisted human critiquer
Rating: 4/7
• (major, accuracy) "It is implied that
it’s also bad to bow down to idols, accept Jesus, or identify with Christopher
Hitchens’s athiest philosophies." - this
is incorrect. It is forbidden for Sarah to
wear pants and show her uncovered hair
because she’s a convert to Judaism.

Assisted human critiquer
Rating: 5/7
• (medium, coverage) It is omitted that
Rabbi Tropper declared that it was forbidden for Avraham to be married to
Sarah.
It is omitted that thousands of Orthodox
Jewish converts woke up one day to find
their children were forbidden to marry
Jews, among other things.

Model useful critiques (out of 8)

Model useful critiques (out of 8)

Model useful critiques (out of 8)

• Helpfulness score: 0.09 It is not implied that it is forbidden to bow down
to idols, accept Jesus, or identify with
Christopher Hitchens’ atheist philosophies.

• Helpfulness score: 0.23 "It is implied
that it’s also bad to bow down to idols,
accept Jesus, or identify with Christopher Hitchens’s athiest philosophies."
- this is incorrect. It is forbidden for
Sarah to wear pants and show her uncovered hair because she’s a convert to
Judaism.

• Helpfulness score: 0.50 It is omitted
that Rabbi Tropper declared that it was
forbidden for Avraham to be married to
Sarah.

No answer

Intended critiques
• (major, coverage) The answer should
mention wearing pants and leaving
one’s hair uncovered. Those are the
violations at the center of the article.

Table 20: Randomly chosen sample 5 of 10 from our assistance experiments. See more in our publicly
released dataset.
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Question The Watch (short story I wrote for school)
https://openaipublic.blob.core.windows.net/critiques/passages/A5K2gV0iLAHBgptyiXoXL0wH0XfNxP.txt

What does the text say about the blonde woman in the elevator and the old man?
Human answer
The text does not describe her much, other
than the fact that she knew who William
was and what he does for a living.

Human misleading answer
No answer
Intended critiques
• (critical, coverage) There isn’t much
information on the blonde woman but
she is mentioned in the text as someone
who is close to the protagonist.

Model answer
The blonde woman in the elevator is an
angel with dirty blonde hair. She is on her
way to the 15th floor. She recognizes the
old man and asks him what he is doing
there. He is reluctant to answer. She asks
him if he stopped scamming people, and
he says he is sorry. She scoffs at him and
leaves the elevator.

Unassisted human critiquer
Rating: 4/7
• (minor, accuracy) The text does describe her. This part of the sentence
should be omitted.
• (medium, coverage) It’s omitted that she
had dirty blonde hair and looks like a
piece of art to the protagonist.
• (medium, coverage) It’s omitted that she
was disappointed that William was still
committing his crimes
• (medium, coverage) It’s omitted that she
knew him from 8 years prior, and their
relationship seemed to end on a sour
note.

Unassisted human critiquer
Rating: 1/7
• (critical, accuracy) The narrative provides a significant amount of content
related to the old man. His interaction
with the woman in the elevator is somewhat limited but is still sufficient for an
answer.

Unassisted human critiquer
Rating: 7/7
(None)

Assisted human critiquer
Rating: 4/7
• (medium, coverage) The answer should
mention that the woman is surprised to
see him, and asks what he’s doing there.
He explains that he’s there for business,
but she doesn’t believe him. She asks
if he stopped scamming people, and he
responds with "I’m sorry".
• (medium, coverage) The response
misses to mention that they both used
to be close.

Assisted human critiquer
Rating: 2/7
• (critical, coverage) The response
misses to mention that the blonde
woman in the elevator is actually an old
acquaintance of the old man.
• (medium, coverage) The response
should mention the exchange between
the blonde woman and the older man
about what he was doing there and his
admission that it was his final score before retiring.

Assisted human critiquer
Rating: 3/7
• (medium, coverage) The answer should
mention that the woman is an old acquaintance of the old man.
• (medium, coherence) The woman’s appearance is not relevant to the question.
• (medium, coverage) The answer omits
that the woman knows the old man as
William, and it may be implied that she
broke off contact with him eight years
prior.
• (medium, accuracy) ’She asks him if he
stopped scamming people, and he says
he is sorry.’ - The woman told the old
man that she thought he had stopped
scamming people. However, she didn’t
ask him if he had stopped. Correct this.

Model useful critiques (out of 8)

Model useful critiques (out of 8)

Model useful critiques (out of 8)

• Helpfulness score: 0.84 The answer
should mention that the woman is surprised to see him, and asks what he’s doing there. He explains that he’s there for
business, but she doesn’t believe him.
She asks if he stopped scamming people, and he responds with "I’m sorry".
• Helpfulness score: 0.64 The response
misses to mention that they both used
to be close.

• Helpfulness score: 0.59 The response
misses to mention that the blonde
woman in the elevator is actually an old
acquaintance of the old man.

• Helpfulness score: 0.37 The answer
should mention that the woman is an
old acquaintance of the old man.
• Helpfulness score: 0.25 The answer
omits that the woman knows the old
man as William and that he is a con
artist.
• Helpfulness score: 0.05 The woman’s
appearance is not relevant to the question.

Table 21: Randomly chosen sample 6 of 10 from our assistance experiments. See more in our publicly
released dataset.
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Question Andrew Birkin
https://openaipublic.blob.core.windows.net/critiques/passages/MHzLLAdEsTWHlpSHDxVpruZArzhmVH.txt

What does the text say about Andrew Timothy Birkin’s character?
Human answer

Human misleading answer

Model answer

When he was young, he was described as
extremely naughty. As an adult, Birkin is
described as reckless. Many esteem Birkin
for his creative capacity. Birkin may be
generous, as he is a trustee of a children’s
arts charity.

When he was young, he was described as
extremely naughty. As an adult, Birkin
is described as reckless before he moved
into a silver bus. Many esteem Birkin
for his creative capacity. Birkin may be
generous, as he is a trustee of a children’s
arts charity.

Andrew Timothy Birkin was born to an
actress, Judy Campbell, and a LieutenantCommander, David Birkin. His older sister is the actress and singer Jane Birkin.
Birkin was educated at Elstree School and
Harrow School. At the former, he was remembered as one of the naughtiest boys
ever to have passed through Elstree. The
text states that Birkin is a reckless person
who loves to travel.

Intended critiques
• (major, coherence) Birkin is described
as reckless but the text does not support
that moved into a silver bus, which is
confusing as well as incorrect.
Unassisted human critiquer
Rating: 7/7
(None)

Unassisted human critiquer
Rating: 5/7
• (medium, accuracy) The response misconstrues certain details of the text.

Unassisted human critiquer
Rating: 5/7
• (medium, coverage) The earlier part of
the response has nothing to do with the
question.

Assisted human critiquer
Rating: 5/7
• (medium, accuracy) "Many esteem
Birkin for his creative capacity," is not
in reference to Birkin’s character. It
should be replaced with other evidence
of his character.

Assisted human critiquer
Rating: 3/7
• (major, accuracy) The text doesn’t say
anything about Birkin moving into a
silver bus.
• (medium, coherence) The last sentence
is not relevant.
• (medium, accuracy) Birkin’s creative
capacity was not discussed in the text.

Assisted human critiquer
Rating: 4/7
• (major, coherence) "His older sister is
the actress and singer Jane Birkin." this is irrelevant and should be removed.
• (medium, coherence) The response includes extraneous information not useful for the task.

Model useful critiques (out of 8)

Model useful critiques (out of 8)

Model useful critiques (out of 8)

• Helpfulness score: 0.23 "Many esteem
Birkin for his creative capacity," is not
in reference to Birkin’s character. It
should be replaced with other evidence
of his character.

• Helpfulness score: 0.87 The text
doesn’t say anything about Birkin moving into a silver bus.
• Helpfulness score: 0.10 The last sentence is not relevant.

• Helpfulness score: 0.23 The response
includes extraneous information not
useful for the task.
• Helpfulness score: 0.16 "His older
sister is the actress and singer Jane
Birkin." - this is irrelevant and should
be removed.

Table 22: Randomly chosen sample 7 of 10 from our assistance experiments. See more in our publicly
released dataset.
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Question
https://openaipublic.blob.core.windows.net/critiques/passages/d6Da3Q6Nmm6n0JLhL9Lm7N4UNe8MA9.txt

What does the story say about Severus’ character?
Human answer
He has shown his ability to work under the
worst circumstances. Fear does not affect
his grading. He is a hard worker and loyal
to the side of the Light.

Human misleading answer
Severus is ambitious and greedy.
Intended critiques
• (major, accuracy) It is not implied he is
ambitious and greedy. His motivation
is to help students.

Model answer
Severus is described by Albus as someone
who works under the worst circumstances,
is loyal and hardworking. Severus was
able to calm a situation that almost got
him arrested for his crimes by telling the
aurors things like he knew he could do
his teaching duties well even with a Dementor nearby, and that he accepted the
punishment for his crimes which showed
remorse and led to his release. He was
also the main target for Voldemort in his
first year, which added to his already extensive integrity and diligence.

Unassisted human critiquer
Rating: 5/7
• (minor, coherence) The second sentence
needs a little clarification, especially
the part about grading. It must be
clear whose grading is being discussed
- Severus’ or his students’.

Unassisted human critiquer
Rating: 4/7
• (medium, coverage) The answer should
mention that Severus is able to work
under the worst circumstances.
• (medium, coverage) The answer should
mention that Severus is also loyal.
• (medium, accuracy) It is unattested that
he is greedy.

Unassisted human critiquer
Rating: 6/7
• (medium, coherence) The response includes extraneous information about being Voldemort’s main target, which is
not useful for the task.

Assisted human critiquer
Rating: 5/7
• (medium, coverage) The answer omits
that Severus is modest about his own
capabilities and is also not sure he could
be a good Head of House because he did
not have a good example of a parental
figure.

Assisted human critiquer
Rating: 1/7
• (critical, accuracy) The response is incorrect. Severus is not ambitious or
greedy.

Assisted human critiquer
Rating: 5/7
• (medium, accuracy) The last sentence
is not supported by the text.

Model useful critiques (out of 8)

Model useful critiques (out of 8)

Model useful critiques (out of 8)

• Helpfulness score: 0.76 The answer
omits that Severus is modest about his
own capabilities and is also not sure he
could be a good Head of House because
he did not have a good example of a
parental figure.

• Helpfulness score: 0.85 The response
is incorrect. Severus is not ambitious or
greedy.

• Helpfulness score: 0.46 The last sentence is not supported by the text.

Table 23: Randomly chosen sample 8 of 10 from our assistance experiments. See more in our publicly
released dataset.
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Question Isle of Man Treasury
https://openaipublic.blob.core.windows.net/critiques/passages/KICGc5ylKZEipW5EWtNU2flUWBbgug.txt

What does the article say about the responsibilities of the Isle of Man Treasury?
Human answer

Human misleading answer

Model answer

It is the finance department of the Isle of
Man Government. It is tasked with preparing the governmental annual budget, handling taxation, customs, excise, economic
affairs, information systems, internal audit, currency, and the census. Customs and
Excise employ 55 people, and they aim to
register new traders within 7 days if all paperwork is correct. The division handles
investigation cases related to smuggling
or money laundering as well as financial
crimes. Overall, the division handles almost 50 responsibilities.

It is the finance department of the Isle
of Man Government. It is tasked with
preparing the governmental annual budget, handling taxation, customs, excise,
economic affairs, information systems,
internal audit, currency, and the census.
Customs and Excise employ 55 people,
and they aim to register new traders
within 7 days if all paperwork is correct.
The division handles investigation cases
related to smuggling or money laundering
as well as financial crimes.

The Treasury prepares the annual budget for the government and handles taxation, customs and excise, economic affairs,
information systems, internal audit, currency, and the census in the Isle of Man.

Intended critiques
• (major, coverage) The mentioned responsibilities, while very important, are
only a minority of all duties the Treasury of the Isle of Man handles. The
answer can’t list all of them, but at least
it should mention them.
Unassisted human critiquer
Rating: 6/7
• (minor, accuracy) The response should
clarify that new traders are registered
within 7 days of application (if all paperwork is correct).

Unassisted human critiquer
Rating: 6/7
• (minor, coherence) The sentence about
Customs and Excise employing 55 people is unnecessary.

Unassisted human critiquer
Rating: 7/7
(None)

Assisted human critiquer
Rating: 5/7
• (medium, coherence) "Customs and Excise employ 55 people" - this is irrelevant to the question and should be removed.

Assisted human critiquer
Rating: 5/7
• (medium, coherence) The Isle of Man
Treasury is responsible for the functions
of the Customs and Excise Division, but
it is not the Customs and Excise Division. So, that information needs to be
removed.

Assisted human critiquer
Rating: 5/7
• (medium, coverage) It is omitted that
the Treasury is the finance department
of the Isle of Man Government.

Model useful critiques (out of 8)

Model useful critiques (out of 8)

Model useful critiques (out of 8)

• Helpfulness score: 0.44 "Customs and
Excise employ 55 people" - this is irrelevant to the question and should be
removed.

• Helpfulness score: 0.04 The Isle of
Man Treasury is responsible for the
functions of the Customs and Excise
Division, but it is not the Customs and
Excise Division.

• Helpfulness score: 0.17 It is omitted
that the Treasury is the finance department of the Isle of Man Government.

Table 24: Randomly chosen sample 9 of 10 from our assistance experiments. See more in our publicly
released dataset.
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Question Earthquake forecasting
https://openaipublic.blob.core.windows.net/critiques/passages/mRYa1TVRBjdE1dQePSclUyjwjQGI7B.txt

What does the article say about the reliability of earthquake predictions?
Human answer
In general, predicting or forecasting earthquakes isn’t easy. There are theoretical
reasons to expect relatively accurate predictions. Elastic rebound theory considers
the cyclic repetitions of the elastic deformations and the sudden releases. The characteristic earthquakes model expects that
a fault has characteristics that can be used
to predict future earthquakes. Finally, the
seismic gaps theory considers that over
a fault, the portions that cannot relieve
stress will accumulate potential for a large
release. However, empirical observations
discredit all of these theories.

Human misleading answer
Earthquakes can’t be predicted.

Model answer
No answer

Intended critiques
• (critical, coverage) The answer should
mention the difficulties of predicting
earthquakes and the specific details.

Unassisted human critiquer
Rating: 3/7
• (medium, coverage) The answer should
differentiate between earthquake forecasting and earthquake prediction.
• (major, coherence) The answer contains
irrelevant information.

Unassisted human critiquer
Rating: 1/7
• (critical, accuracy) This is false. The
article discusses that there have been
many incidents of prediction failure. It
would be safe to say that it’s not very
reliable.

Unassisted human critiquer
Rating: 1/7
• (critical, coverage) The article states
that demonstrably successful predictions have not occurred, leading to questions about whether accurate predictions are even possible.

Assisted human critiquer
Rating: 6/7
• (minor, coverage) The answer should
mention the failure of the Parkfield prediction experiment.

Assisted human critiquer
Rating: 3/7
• (medium, accuracy) The article doesn’t
say this. It says that predictions have
not been successful so far.
• (major, accuracy) The answer is too absolute. The article only says that it’s difficult to predict earthquakes. It would
be more accurate to say that it’s not easy
to predict earthquakes.

Assisted human critiquer
Rating: 1/7
• (major, coverage) The article says that
earthquake predictions are unreliable
because, by the 1990s, continuing failure led many to question whether it was
even possible. Additionally, demonstrably successful predictions of large earthquakes have not occurred, and the few
claims of success are only controversial.
The answer should state this.

Model useful critiques (out of 8)

Model useful critiques (out of 8)

Model useful critiques (out of 8)

• Helpfulness score: 0.54 The answer
should mention the failure of the Parkfield prediction experiment.

• Helpfulness score: 0.43 The article
doesn’t say this. It says that predictions
have not been successful so far.
• Helpfulness score: 0.47 The answer is
too absolute. The article only says that
it’s difficult to predict earthquakes. It
would be more accurate to say that it’s
not easy to predict earthquakes.

• Helpfulness score: 0.48 The article
says that earthquake predictions are not
reliable.

Table 25: Randomly chosen sample 10 of 10 from our assistance experiments. See more in our
publicly released dataset.
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Question: 1996–97 Singer Akai Cup
https://openaipublic.blob.core.windows.net/critiques/passages/C48G2xchqlOV6CPaIDGM6ngqWzT2GE.txt

Summarize the main context of this text.
Answer: The main context of this text is the 1997 Singer Akai Cup. The Singer Akai Cup was held in Sharjah, UAE. The
three national teams that took part were Pakistan, Sri Lanka, and Zimbabwe.
Critique
Best-of-8 Critique
The answer omits the tournament’s The answer should mention the winformat.
ners of the tournament.
Conditional refinement
Conditional refinement
Direct refinement
The main context of this text is the The main context of this text is the The main context of this text is the
1997 Singer Akai Cup. The Singer 1997 Singer Akai Cup. The Singer 1997 Singer Akai Cup. The Singer
Akai Cup was held in Sharjah, UAE. Akai Cup was held in Sharjah, UAE. Akai Cup was held in Sharjah, UAE.
The three national teams that took part The three national teams that took part The three national teams that took part
were Pakistan, Sri Lanka, and Zim- were Pakistan, Sri Lanka, and Zim- were Pakistan, Sri Lanka, and Zimbabwe. The tournament was a double- babwe. Sri Lanka won the tourna- babwe. Sri Lanka won the tournaround robin tournament, where each ment.
ment.
team played the other twice. The two
leading teams qualified for the final.

Table 26: Randomly chosen sample 1 of 10 from our refinement experiments.

Question: The Dream of Once Was [RF]
https://openaipublic.blob.core.windows.net/critiques/passages/kZpz71RDjr75UUcXb0fH9mpBwgam3n.txt

What does the story say about positive emotions?
Answer: No answer
Critique
Best-of-8 Critique
The answer should mention the narra- The answer should mention the man’s
tor’s positive emotions.
wife, and how she made him feel.
Conditional refinement
Conditional refinement
The story doesn’t talk about positive The story says that positive emotions
emotions much. The narrator’s pos- can only be obtained by the ignorant.
itive emotions are mostly centered The narrator remembers his wife, and
around his wife.
how she made him feel.

Direct refinement
The story seems to suggest that positive emotions can only be obtained
by the ignorant. The narrator’s wife
is the one who brings positivity to his
life. When she passes away, he can no
longer find any positivity. The story
also suggests that the narrator can only
be happy again when he stops looking
for happiness.

Table 27: Randomly chosen sample 2 of 10 from our refinement experiments.

Question: The King (Minecraft short story)
https://openaipublic.blob.core.windows.net/critiques/passages/DSL7DnQRSyp2tOwfM9fUzgQMF52Mlt.txt

Summarize the story’s setting.
Answer: The story is set in a medieval kingdom, where the king is the main character of the story. The king is described as a
good and active king. The narrator is a child who has always wondered why the king is so different from everyone else.
Critique
Best-of-8 Critique
The story is set in a kingdom in The answer should mention that the
Minecraft.
setting is a video game.
Conditional refinement
Conditional refinement
Direct refinement
The story is set in a kingdom in The story is set in a medieval kingdom The story is set in a medieval kingdom,
Minecraft, where the king is the main
in the video game Minecraft. The king where the king is the main character
character of the story. The king is is the main character of the story. The of the story. The king is described as a
described as a good and active king. king is described as a good and active
good and active king. The narrator is
The narrator is a child who has always king. The narrator is a child who has
a child who has always wondered why
wondered why the king is so different always wondered why the king is so the king is so different from everyone
from everyone else.
different from everyone else.
else. The setting is in a video game.

Table 28: Randomly chosen sample 3 of 10 from our refinement experiments.
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Question: Broken Souls
https://openaipublic.blob.core.windows.net/critiques/passages/Xm508TDLWTB5SKCvfuVcmY6efQ956w.txt

Explain how the narrator equates people to parallel lines.
Answer: People and love are like parallel lines because they both are heading in the same direction, they both possess the
same mathematical properties, but they never meet.
Critique
Best-of-8 Critique
The response is missing the part about The response misses to mention that
how people and love are like parallel sometimes parallel lines cross each
lines because they cross briefly but other briefly but they drift apart fordrift apart forever.
ever and will never meet again.
Conditional refinement
Conditional refinement
Direct refinement
People and love are like parallel lines People and love are like parallel lines People and love are like parallel lines
because they both are heading in the because they both are heading in the because they both are heading in the
same direction, they both possess the
same direction, they both possess the
same direction, they both possess the
same mathematical properties, but same mathematical properties, but same mathematical properties, but
they never meet. They cross briefly they never meet. Sometimes parallel they never meet. They cross each
but drift apart forever.
lines cross each other briefly but they other briefly, but then drift apart fordrift apart forever and will never meet
ever.
again.

Table 29: Randomly chosen sample 4 of 10 from our refinement experiments.

Question: Vanity Heights
https://openaipublic.blob.core.windows.net/critiques/passages/REvfCOmOaHqmEXeklDSlhWhen4CgPS.txt

What does the story say about Celeste’s actions the night of the party?
Answer: Celeste is at a party at Darcy’s house. She reapplies her face in the bathroom and drinks six doses of alcohol. She
joins the party and dances with Darcy and other men. She wants to leave the party, so she pushes through the crowd and makes
her way to the stairs. She starts to feel sick, and she starts to throw up.
Critique
Best-of-8 Critique
The answer omits that Celeste is The answer should mention that she
ashamed of her behavior and swears falls on the stairs.
never to drink again.
Conditional refinement
Conditional refinement
Direct refinement
Celeste is at a party at Darcy’s house. Celeste is at a party at Darcy’s house. Celeste is at a party at Darcy’s house.
She reapplies her face in the bathroom
She reapplies her face in the bathroom
She reapplies her face in the bathroom
and drinks six doses of alcohol. She and drinks six doses of alcohol. She and drinks six doses of alcohol. She
joins the party and dances with Darcy joins the party and dances with Darcy joins the party and dances with Darcy
and other men. She wants to leave and other men. She wants to leave and other men. She wants to leave
the party, so she pushes through the the party, so she pushes through the the party, so she pushes through the
crowd and makes her way to the stairs. crowd and makes her way to the stairs. crowd and makes her way to the stairs.
She starts to feel sick, and she starts She starts to feel sick, and she starts She starts to feel sick, and she starts to
to throw up. Celeste is ashamed of her to throw up. She falls on the stairs.
throw up. She promises herself she’ll
behavior and swears never to drink
never drink again.
again.

Table 30: Randomly chosen sample 5 of 10 from our refinement experiments.
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Question:
https://openaipublic.blob.core.windows.net/critiques/passages/m5EfvLFuyVVl0C86Qk6KTCpzsxrbAN.txt

According to the text, how did Brexit affect car production in the UK?
Answer: The UK’s car production was down 24% in April 2019 compared to March 2019.
Critique
Best-of-8 Critique
It is omitted that car production The text also mentions that car producslowed down after a number of car tion was down due to car manufacturplants shut down in April as manufac- ers preparing for a no-deal Brexit by
turers prepared for a no-deal Brexit.
bringing forward annual shutdowns
which typically take place in the summer.
Conditional refinement
Conditional refinement
Direct refinement
The UK’s car production was down The UK’s car production was down The UK’s car production was down
24% in April 2019 compared to 24% in April 2019 compared to 24% in April 2019 compared to
March 2019 after a number of car March 2019 due to car manufactur- March 2019. This is because manplants shut down in April as manufac- ers preparing for a no-deal Brexit by ufacturers shut down plants in April
turers prepared for a no-deal Brexit.
bringing forward annual shutdowns in anticipation of a no-deal Brexit.
which typically take place in the summer.

Table 31: Randomly chosen sample 6 of 10 from our refinement experiments.

Question:
https://openaipublic.blob.core.windows.net/critiques/passages/NfDuFwdDSBthnO7ZzuWE55qUKMNLDr.txt

What does the article say about the climate-denier movement?
Answer: The climate-denier movement has been bullying America’s K-12 science teachers for years. They have successfully
strong-armed administrators, parents, and school board officials into agreeing to frame climate change as an open question
rather than a scientific fact. The climate-denier movement recently sent a mendacious mailer to tens of thousands of teachers
that falsely identified "a vibrant debate ... taking place among scientists on how big the human impact on climate is, and
whether or not we should be worried about it".
Critique
Best-of-8 Critique
The answer should mention that The answer should mention the tactics
the climate-denier movement is now the movement used to try to influence
doomed because Americans who be- the education of students.
lieve in climate change now outnumber deniers 5 to 1.
Conditional refinement
Conditional refinement
Direct refinement
The climate-denier movement has The climate-denier movement has The climate-denier movement has
been bullying America’s K-12 sci- been bullying America’s K-12 sci- been bullying America’s K-12 science teachers for years. They have ence teachers for years. They have ence teachers for years. They have
successfully strong-armed administra- successfully strong-armed administra- successfully strong-armed administrators, parents, and school board offi- tors, parents, and school board offi- tors, parents, and school board officials into agreeing to frame climate cials into agreeing to frame climate cials into agreeing to frame climate
change as an open question rather than
change as an open question rather than
change as an open question rather than
a scientific fact. The climate-denier a scientific fact. The climate-denier a scientific fact. The climate-denier
movement recently sent a mendacious
movement recently sent a mendacious
movement recently sent a mendacious
mailer to tens of thousands of teach- mailer to tens of thousands of teachers
mailer to tens of thousands of teachers that falsely identified "a vibrant de- that falsely identified "a vibrant debate
ers that falsely identified "a vibrant debate ... taking place among scientists
... taking place among scientists on bate ... taking place among scientists
on how big the human impact on cli- how big the human impact on climate
on how big the human impact on climate is, and whether or not we should
is, and whether or not we should be mate is, and whether or not we should
be worried about it". The climate- worried about it". The movement also
be worried about it". The movement
denier movement is now doomed be- tried to get states to pass "academic also pushed "academic freedom" bills
cause Americans who believe in cli- freedom" bills, which are worded to that are worded to sound like reasonmate change now outnumber deniers sound like reasonable defenses of fair- able defenses of fair-mindedness and
5 to 1.
mindedness and intellectual dissent intellectual dissent.
but actually exist to provide legal and
political cover for a well-funded antiscience movement whose future depends on today’s schoolchildren ignoring the scientific method and growing
up confused about what is and isn’t
true.

Table 32: Randomly chosen sample 7 of 10 from our refinement experiments.
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Question: Beverly Duan
https://openaipublic.blob.core.windows.net/critiques/passages/Vsvsjqxue90MrMgl2K6TgpwvMdmwEw.txt

Why did Beverly Duan donate to charity in China during the COVID-19 pandemic?
Answer: She is of Chinese descent.
Critique
Best-of-8 Critique
This answer is unattested.
This is not stated
Conditional refinement
Conditional refinement
Direct refinement
There is no reason given in the article. This is not stated.
The text doesn’t mention a reason.

Table 33: Randomly chosen sample 8 of 10 from our refinement experiments.

Question:
https://openaipublic.blob.core.windows.net/critiques/passages/n69HRBn0zJZmIDInsDEgHbfgJ70doH.txt

Summarize the views of opposing sides in this article.
Answer: Mayor Bowser’s actions are largely symbolic and come as more protests are expected in DC at the weekend.
Bowser’s actions are panned by the local chapter of the Black Lives Matter Global Network, which called it "a performative
distraction from real policy changes" and a way "to appease white liberals while ignoring our demands".
Critique
Best-of-8 Critique
The response does not mention The answer does not mention Trump’s
Trump’s views.
views.
Conditional refinement
Conditional refinement
Direct refinement
Mayor Bowser’s actions are largely Mayor Bowser’s actions are largely Mayor Bowser’s actions are largely
symbolic and come as more protests symbolic and come as more protests symbolic and come as more protests
are expected in DC at the weekend. are expected in DC at the weekend. are expected in DC at the weekend.
Bowser’s actions are panned by the Bowser’s actions are panned by the Bowser’s actions are panned by the
local chapter of the Black Lives Mat- local chapter of the Black Lives Mat- local chapter of the Black Lives Matter Global Network, which called it "a
ter Global Network, which called it ter Global Network, which called it "a
performative distraction from real pol- "a performative distraction from real performative distraction from real policy changes" and a way "to appease policy changes" and a way "to ap- icy changes" and a way "to appease
white liberals while ignoring our de- pease white liberals while ignoring white liberals while ignoring our demands". On the other hand, President our demands". The White House, mands". The mayor wants to make it
Trump has threatened to "bring in a on the other hand, has ordered fed- clear that the streets belong to DC and
different group of men and women" eral troops into the city, and President
honor the demonstrators who were
to DC if Ms Bowser doesn’t treat fed- Trump has threatened to "bring in a peacefully protesting. She also criteral National Guard troops "well".
different group of men and women" icized the troops for not wearing any
if Ms Bowser doesn’t treat the troops identification, allowing them to operwell. The President also thinks that ate outside "established chains of comthe mayor’s move is a way to appease
mands."
white liberals while ignoring their demands.

Table 34: Randomly chosen sample 9 of 10 from our refinement experiments.

Question: Heart.
https://openaipublic.blob.core.windows.net/critiques/passages/ZCFMK7ZyFdqT6QcYmblg4VqtCxGFve.txt

What does the story say aboutthe doctor’s appearance?
Answer: The doctor has black hair, two lovely pearly earrings, and a pair of eyes. She is wearing a blouse and a white coat
with a chest pocket.
Critique
Best-of-8 Critique
The answer should include that the The answer should include the fact
doctor is smiling.
that the doctor is smiling.
Conditional refinement
Conditional refinement
Direct refinement
The doctor has black hair, two lovely The doctor has black hair, two lovely The doctor has black hair, two lovely
pearly earrings, and a pair of eyes. pearly earrings, and a pair of eyes. pearly earrings, and a pair of eyes.
She has a smile on her face. She is She is wearing a blouse and a white She is wearing a blouse and a white
wearing a blouse and a white coat with coat with a chest pocket. The doctor coat with a chest pocket. The narrator
a chest pocket.
is smiling.
also mentions that the doctor is smiling.

Table 35: Randomly chosen sample 10 of 10 from our refinement experiments.
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